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Laymen and educators are generally agreed that kno?;ledge
of our own history is essential in the making of good iimeri-
can citizens. A ^'^ational Committee has summed up the reasons
p /
for this belief under four main heads;
’’History makes loyal citizens because memories
of common experiences and common aspirations are es -
sential ingredients in patriotism. History makes in-
telligent voters because sound decisions about present
problems must be based, on Imovtrledge of the past. His-
tory makes good neighbors because it teaches toler£.nce
of individual differences and appreciation of veried
abilities and interests. History makes stable, well-
rounded individuals because it gives them a start to-
ward understanding the pattern of society and toward
enjoying the artistic and intellectual productions of
the past. It gives long viev/s, a perspective, a measure
of vdiat is permanent in a nation’s life.”
As a result of the events of the past quarter generation,
and particularly of those since 1952, which saw the rise of
totalitarian systems throughout the \7orld, American educators
have been faced with the challenge of combatting totalitarian
philosophies
.
The Report of the Committee on ihnerican History in Schools
and Colleges__of The American Historical Association, The
Mississippi '^alley Historical Association, and The Nation-
al Council for the Social S tudies. The MacMillan Company,
New York, 1944, p. 14.
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The writer believes that teachers of American History and
of the social studies can best meet the threat of totalitarian
ideas hy presenting a positive program of studies centered
around the theme of American democracj^.
It has been with this purpose in mind that tiie ?/riter has
constructed four units in American History.
At present the Vvriter is a student in the School of Edu-
cation at Boston University. His only teaching experience has
been as a practice teacher in Lawrence High School, Lawrence,
Massachusetts, where he taught three twelfth grade classes in
American history. 1'wro of these classes v;ere composed of stu-
dents of average and below-average ability. The third class
was composed of bright college preparatory students.
The vsrriter feels that the following units can be used-
most successfully only v/ith students of average or better than
average learning ability W'ho have previously satisfied the
State requirements in United States History.
Since these units have not yet been tried out, there are
probably many weak sections which v/ill need revision. I'his
C£in be done only by using the units in a classroom.
The form for the organization of these imits follows that
suggested by ^rofessor Hoy 0. Billett of the School of Educa-
tion, Boston University, in his course, ”The Unit l.iethcd in
the Secondary School”, in which the writer was enrolled as a
member in the summer of 1945.
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’’The unit is the verbal representation of a unit of
learning, expressed, in complete declarative s entences and
represents the teacher’s goal stated in terms of a desirable
change to be made in the pupil in concept or skill, and hence
in resultant ideal, attitude or appreciation, -^t is never
transmitted to trie pupils in written form.”
’’The delimitation of a imit is a statement of the lesser
learning products Y.hich are components of the unit and vvhich
are to be made the direct object of instruction in a given
class of a given grade level in a given situation v.rithin a
given time allotment. Like the unit, each item of the delimi-
tation is stated in one or more complete declarative sentences.
The delimitation is also for the teacher’s use only.”
’’Under the caption incidental learning products the
teacher has speculated concerning fortuitous learning likely
to take place even though it is not the direct object of in-
struction. "
’’Under indirect learning products the teacher has tried
to name certain ideals, or attitudes, or appreciations to
which the increments of meaning, insight or skill which are
the unit and its delimitation may contribute,”
1/ The terminology uned in this thesis is based on ’’Fundament-
als of Secondary-School Teaching” by Roy 0. -^illett. School
of Education, Boston University. Houghton-Mifflin Company,
1940.
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4”The unit assignpient is the general plan of teacher-pupil
a ctivity v/hich the teacher was able to arrange prior to the
opening of the teacher-learning cycle. The general plan pre-
pared in advance leaves the teacher free (l) to capitalize on
related current events by incorporating them in the unit as-
signment, and (2) to modify the assignment for each pupil as
need arises.
The unit assignment is intended to stimulate problem-
solving activity, not passive receptivity.”
”The core activities are that part of the unit assignment




will engage directly at some time, in some way, and to some
extent. Because practically all pupils will be concerned with
practically all of these core activities, they are reproduced
on mimeographed study and activity guides of which each pupil
receives a copy,”
”The optional related activities are those activities in
which the pupils engage solely because they want to. Although
these activities are optional, if the pupil s elects an op-
tional related activity, he is expected to select it with the
advice and approval of the teacher, and to pursue it under the
guidance of the teacher.”
The list of reading references includes those books or
periodicals which will help the student to obtain information
concerning the core activities or the optional related activi-
ties. Through the device of a simple code, references to
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these books or periodicals may be given. For example, if the
suggested reading reference is to pages 118-147 in the eleventl
book of the particular reading list, the annotation 11:118-147
would appear beside the particular core activity or optional
related activity in the study guide.
The mastery test is intended to show the progress v/hich






TOUT organization OF TEE TOPIC
’’THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPICL.NT OF THE UNITED STATES”
General Statement of the Unit
The economic history of the United. States recounts the
chianges in the methods of production, exchange and distribu-
tion of Vv^ealth in this country. The economic problems are
very numerous. Among these are the tariff, money, banking,
panics, inventions, manufacturing, labor, agriculture, and
commerce, ^he history of each of these and its bearing on
the political and social well-being of the people must be
studied in order to understand the history of the United
States
.
D elimitation of the Unit
1. The process of producing and distributing the econo-
mic necessities of life has become far more complex than it
v/as a century ago. We are dependent today upon a highly or-
ganized mechanism of production and , exchange
.
2. Large industrial units and business organizations
have replaced many of the small shops, factories anc stores of
earlier days. In most lines the size of industrial units and
business orgainizations seems to be increasing. As a res ult
s»
%
of this trend, the number of plants in various lines has de-
creased over the past few decades while the total production
of goods and the number of workers per plant have increased,
5, The growrth of large banks and other centralized fi-
nancial institutions has paralleled the grov/th of big business.
Money and money substitutes, such as credit, are of great im-
portance in an economy where specialization and exchange are
so highly developed.
4. There has come about an increasing tendency for ma-
chines to displace labor. In both agriculture and manujfactur-
ing the envention and use of machines have greatly increased
the productive pov7er of individual workmen.
5. A shift has taken place in the economic status and
the power of labor. In early -America labor v/as scarce and
wages v:ere high in proportion to the cost of living. The ma-
jority of men operated their own little farms, shops, or bus-
iness enterprises, '-^hey ownied the land, buildings, tools, or
whatever else was necessary to carry on their business af-
fairs. -“ut as the factory system and big business developed,
larger and larger nuriibers of workers became ’wage-earners,
with nothing but their services to sell,
6. Large-scale enterprise has also placed labor at a
disadvantage in bargaining over wages and working conditions.
But one worker in a plant which had scores of workmen, managed
impersonally by a board of directors, v;as usually helpless.
Less certain than in our earlier history that every man was a
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"king”, certcxin laborers adopted collective bargaining through
labor unions as a ineans of presenting a united front to the
organized power of their employers. Wage-earners as a class
also increas ed their demands upon government that means be
found to secure them against the insecurity y/hich arises from
low wages, unemployment, and industrial accident.
7, There has been a shift in the ov-Tiership and control
of trade and manufctC tuning enterprises. The great corpora-
tions of today are owned not by one person, but by hundreds
or even thousands of persons who buy the stock of each con-
cern. Most of these stockholders have no voice in company
management,’ They are entitled to a share of the profits from
the enterprise, but they have little or nothing to say about
hov/ profits shall be made or what v/ages and salaries shall be
paid to employees. These policies are usually determined by
boards of directors or paid managers?
8. Agriculture has lost its central position in our na-
fl/o-h /
tional economic life. One hundred years ago public policies
were determined largely by the needs and demc^nds of the farm-
ers and planters who made up the vast majority of workers and
property ov.Tiers in the nation. Roads, canals, and railroads
were built to move farm products to market and to open new
lands for settlement, hut for the last few decades farmers
have constituted only one of m.any groups demanding aid and
protection of our state and. national governments.
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Probable Incidental and Indirect ^earning Products
1, The realization that we have a machine economy in
the United States.
2. The realization that our economy is highly specialised
5. The realization that our economy is at one and the
same time both competitive and cooperative,
4. An understanding of the role \7hich government plays
in our economic life.
5, The ability to use the dictionary and encJ:clopedia
with facility,
i 6.^ The ability to prepare oral and written reports
from various sources.
7. f^xpansion of the vocabulary of American history,
including such concepts as economy, capitalism,
monopoly, inflation, deflation, depression, trade
unions
.
l/Q, The attitude of wanting labor to have a decent wage
and management to have a fair profit.
Tentative '^irne A-llotment
The tentative time allotment for this unit is four ?>reeks,
five periods per ?/eek, forty minutes per period.
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Instructions to the Student
Date
’’The Economic Development of the United States” is the
topic of this unit’s Y/ork. This study and activity guide has
been prepared to help you to understand the -.vork that we she.ll
cover in this unit, The work under ’’Core Activities ” must be
prepared by each student.
Here are your instructions for the core activities :
1. You are asked to keep a scrapbook of clippings
from newspapers and periodicals relating to agri-
culture, labor, industry, inventions, or any thing
else which you think is related to imierican econom-
ic life. Choose news clippings and editorials from
newspapers or periodicals 'which present viewpoints
both favorable and unfavorable to labor, industry,
farmers and such phases.
Suggestions: Periodicals: Time, United States
News, New York Times Sunday Ma gazine. Harper’s,
Atlantic Monthly, Banker and Tradesman, Nation,
NeY7 Republic, Newspapers: New York Sunday
Times, Boston Globe, Boston Herald, Boston Post,
Boston TravelXer,
This scrapbook v/ill be due on the next to the last day
of the unit,
2, There is a list of words v/hich you have been
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words hcxve been chosen from your reading material and should
become a part of your everyday vocabulary. Write out the dic-
tionary definition and also a sentence or two in your ov.ti
words explaining what the v/ord means. J-'his list is to be
handed in on ( hate)
5. There are thirty-three (3c) questions ¥/hich must
be answered before the unit is completed. You may proceed at
your O'vn rate but try to average two (2j questions per day.
At the end of some of the questions you will find a set of
numbers. These refer to the books listed under the "List of
Referenc es" and the pages in ?hiich the necessary information
may be found, Example: 1:57-56 rne6.ns Beard, ”Basic History
of the United States,” pages 57 to 56.
It is suggested that you write out the answers
to these questions to aid your discussion in class, but you
are not asked to hand them in,
4. Here are your instructions for "Optional Relat-
ed Activities": '-^'hese activities are not required but Hce de-
signed to increase your imowledge of the work of the unit and
are a test of your ability to work independently. All activi-
ties are kept on separate cards on the teacher’s desk rmere
you may get them when you are ready for them. If you decide
to work on one of these activities, you are asked to discuss
it with the teacher before you begin.
5. This unit is designed to cover four weeks of
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.
ering only the material vjhich has been discussed in class.
6, If you have any questions about this study guide
or any part of the course, please feel free to ask the teacher
questions during or after class.
7, Suggestions for improving this unit may be made
to the teacher before or after class.
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Unit Assignment
A. Introductory Activities .w- Introductory tulk by the
teacher and class discussion on various factors in our econo-
mic life today, such as agriculture, labor, manufc cturing, or
banking
.
D uring the discussion the following questions will
be raised: ^!'Jhcit forms of economic activity are carried on in
Lawrence today? bliat forms have been carried on in the past?
v^liat labor unions do the various workers in Lawrence belong
to? Yilien have strikes occurred in Lav/rence?
B. Core Activities .— 1, Each student is to keep a
scrapbook of clippings from ne’wspapers and
.
periodicals rela.t-
ing to agriculture, labor, industry or banking. This scrap-
book is to be handed in tovi’-ard tiie end of the unit,
2. Look up in the dictionary or encyclopedia tne






corporation industrial union' deflation ^
monopoly • company union chain store
pool injunction depression
rebate - collective bargaining t
S. In 1790, about ninety per cent of the people of
the United States were engaged in farming; today, although v/e
usually have a surplus of farm products, less than one-third
of our total population is engaged in farming, ^escribe spe-
cific changes in farming during the past one hundred and fifty
years that explain the decreased percentage of farmers.
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4. In V'/hat virays has agriculture benefited by inven-
tion? 8:426-450
5. Outline the public land policy of the United
States, How has cheap land affected the development of the
nation? 15 : 144-45,146-150,175-74
6, Uame four kinds of paper money in circulation to-
day, "hat is there behind this paper money that keeps its value
stable? 4:177-180
7, Contrast the paper money issued during the Revo-
lution with that issued during the Civil War. 12
8, Discuss three important events in the history of
our national banking system. 8:12, 14:110,116
9. InTiat tv70 serious defects in the United States '
currency were corrected by the Federal Reserve System? Ex-
plain how? 4:209-217
10.
Explain what is meant by the Industrial J^evolu-
tion. Show that the Industrial Revolution is still going on in
the United States by mentioning t'wo specific evidences in each
of the follov;ing fields: manufacture, transportation, agricul-
ture. What evidences of the Industrial Revolution do we see
in Lawrence today? 6:26, 15: 186-188, 199, 248-58,262-76
11. Discuss the factors v/hich contributed to tne evo-
lution from the small shop to the extensive factory as the im-
portant unit in American industry. 8, 14:86,95,97,106
12. The United Dtates is the greatest manufacturing
nation in the v/orld today. Explain two important causes for
fc.V>-in
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lo. Contrast the manufacturing system of today v/ith
that of ^olonial times, -“^ention a problem due to the increase
of our manufacturers, 14:86
14. \'Vhy were the bases for the transformation of
Americans from a people of small farmers and raanufciC turers
into a land of highly organized industries laid during the
Civil Y/ar years? 10:1-24
15. "Yhat is the meaning of ”laissez - faire”? Does
this economic doctrine characterize American economic life
tocay? 1 : 165, 194; 3 : 34, 84, 456-57; 452-54
16. W hat is a corporation? vYhy v/as it created?
Y/hat is the difference between individual proprietorship, or
partnership, and a corporation? 5 : 51, 44, 49-50; 442 -45,470
17. Y/hat is the meaning of "Big Business"? Y.Tiat
forms of Big -business are present in Lawrence today?
10;15:264-99
18. YYliy didn’t the Federal Government interfere
with the development of -^ig -business in the 1860 ’s and in
the 1870 »s? 2: 441-42
19. M ention five benefits and five evils of the
Industrial Revolution. ^'i<hich of these can you observe in
Lav/rence? 4; 15
20. Distinguish betv/een a patriotic tariff and a
tariff for revenue. Give one argument for a protective tariff
based on conditions arising from the recent vrar and one argu-
ment against a protective tariff based on conditions arising
from the recent war. 5:425-24
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21 r'xplain four of the following: tariff, excise,
income tax, inheritance tax, general property tax, corporation
tax. From which two of these forms of taxation does the Feder-
al government derive most of its revenue in times of peace?
S: 414-428
22. Describe the procedure which has become customary
in the making of a tariff law. 5:121-26,192-92
22. List important inventions by Americans since
1790. 2:27,20,48,475,476;11
24. Discuss one invention which you consider as hav-
ing an important bearing in our industrial development in the
post-Civil War period. 8:232,534,487,488; 11
25. l¥hat is a business cycle? 8
26. Outline on paper the causes of the panics of
1 857, 1873, 1893, 1902,1907, 1921 and 1929.
8:502,499,503,507,652,689
27, Trace the grov/th of the labor movement before
1860. 6:21,68,69,74,221
28. Give a brief history of the American Federation
of Labor, including these topics in your discussion: organi-
zation, policies, accomplishments. 6:88,89-94,97,107,108,
111,246-52; 8:592,684; 14:554,563
29.
How did the Congress of Industrial Organization
(C, I, 0.) come into existence? How does it differ from the
American Federation of Labor? BTiat are its objectives?
1:459,476-77; 3:529,
532-34, 545
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so. Show that both Labor and Capital have formed
combinations on a national scale. Shov/ how an action of the
United States government has effected each of these combina-
tions, V; 10
SI, ’"^at is the meaning of the term "Collective
bargaining"? 9:607
S2. How does a serious depression affect organized
labor? S:4;6;8;13
SS. Vvhat are two important questions which have
been a subject of controversy between Capital and Labor in
the United States? Mention a recent case in which the United
S tates government intervened in a dispute between Capital and
Labor. 6; 7; 10
54. Vi/hat is meant by mass production? How does it
affect each of the following: growth of cities, hours of la-
bor and standards of living? 14; 15
55. How has development of large-scale production
during the past fifty years increased the problem of unemploy-
ment? How has the Federal government tried to solve this
problem? 5;4;8;9;15
56. Are we more or less dependent upon agricultural
goods since the United States has become highly industrialized!^
C. Optional Related Activities
1, Prepare a chart showing the cycle of American
booms and depres'^ions from the panic of 1857 until the de-
pression of 1929. 8;12
1I
18
2. Prepare arguments showing why the United States
should have a highly protective tariff for the woolen industries
of Lawrence,







d. Prepare a short v/ritten report on the life of
John D. Piockefeller
,
5. Make a scrapbook of neivspaper clippings concern-
ing the problems of Capital and Labor.
6. Prepare v/ritten or oral reports on one or more
of the following subjects. Une cin encyclopedia or biographical
sketches for background material.
A. The effect on big business of the Civil V?ar
B. The growth of one specific trust.
C. A trust decision of the Supreme Court.
D. Theodore Roosevelt, the "trust buster".
E. Franklin D. Roosevelt and Big Business
F. The American Federation of Labor.
G. The Congress of Industrial Organization.
7. Prepare an oral report on one of the following
subjects
:
A, The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Strike (1877)
B, The Homestead Strike (1892)
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C, Pullman Car Strike (1894) 6;lc
8, Prepare arguments pro or con on the following
topic: ’’Resolved, that disputes between Capital and Labor are
a necessary evil,”
9, Prepare an account of the main provisions of the
Sherman /uiti-Trust Act, l:f;9;12
10. Prepare an oral report on how the development of
large-scale production during the past fifty years has raised
the American standard of living, IO3I4
11. Explain to the class the purpose of each of the
following: Federal Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and the Federal Department of Commerce. 5;
9
12. Prepare a written report showing hop; the United
States assists agriculture through each of the following agen-
cies: Weather Bureau, Reclamation Service, Bureau of Forestry,
Agricultural Experiment Stations, Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. 5;9
IS. Prepare an oral report on one of the follop/ing
subjects:
A. Samuel Gompers
E. Terence V, Powderly
C. John L, L ev/is
14. Shop; how industry reflects farm prosperity. Does
agriculture reflect industrial prosperity to the same extent?
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16. Explain to the class what influences have made
the farmer more of a "businessman” than formerly. 8; 14
17. Trace the development of the banking systems of
the United States by pointing out the leading provisions of
the charter of the Firs t Bank of the United. States (1791),
the National Banking Act of 1865, and the Federal Reserve Act
of 1915. 8^12
18. RTiat is the United States Tariff Commission and
why was it established? 8; 12
19. Select three of the following, and contrast the
conditiohs before the invention with those brought about by the
invention: cotton gin, steamboat, reaper, telegraph, electric
light. 2; 11
20. Collect several cartoons relating to labor and
social security, "^liat attitude do they reveal on the part of
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Bead each statement through carefully. If you
think the statement is entirely right, mark / on the line pro-
vided at the end of the statement. If you think the statement
is entirely v^rong, mark Answer all the statements.
1. Every American paper dollar is backed by gold of equivalent
value in the possession of the Federal Government
2. Throughout the course of Americscn history, farmers have
generally opposed high protective tariffs.
3. A large monopoly in the business field is commonly called
a federation.
4. The first law to control monopolies in general was the
National Recovery act,
5. For the average person, one of the finest contributions
to banking regulation was a law passed under President
Franklin Roosevelt which provided for national insur-
ance of depositors up to $5000.00,
6. Big business trusts were held in disfavor by the general
public because it was felt that business should be
government operated.
7. Labor has feared uncontrolled, large corporations be-
cause they would be less likely to pay fair wages.
8. A great advantage of big business over numerous little
ones was to add to the industrial power of the
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9. The improved efficiency of the machine and the increased
use of power have had little effect on the output of
the farm.
10. Corporations and holding companies have tended to destroy
the freedom of the individual in business.
11. The most important factor contributing to the Union
victory in the Civil War was its industrial supremacy
over the Confederacy.
__
12. The percentage of small businessmen ovming and operat-
ing private businesses has increased in the last
fifty years.
13. Large combinations in a particular business have usu-
ally affected the small concern by imderselling it
and ruining its business.
14. The doctrine of ’’laissez-faire" characterizes the Am-
erican economic system today.
15. Most American economists today believe that we v/ill
have recurring depressions in the future,
16. The effect of mass production has been to raise the
cost of most industrial products.
17. During the recent war years, collective bargaining
has assumed increased importance.
18. Labor unions have always lost in strength and numbers
during depressions,
19. A characteristic feature of the years immediately
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has participated, has been a wave of strikes.
20. The American people are less dependent non' upon farm
products since the United States has become
highly industrialized.
21. Before the Industrial Revolution, manufacturing had
been done in small factories,
22. The administration of Franklin Roosevelt was favorable
to capital and opposed to organized labor.
25.
The essential difference between the Congress of In-
dustrial Organization and the American Federa-
tion of Labor is that the former believes in
industry-wide unions, while the latter organ-
izes a particular craft as a unit,
24. A strike means refusal of e.n employer to hire
union help.
25. The Industrial Revolution put an end to the evils of
child and woman labor.
26. Child labor was of no interest to the American Federa-
tion of Labor because children could not be
members
,
27. For ten years following the Civil War our expanding
industries suffered from a shortage of labor.
28. The total membership of the American Federation of
ijabor decreased during the five years follov/-
ing the first World War.
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29. Corporation management tends to aggravate the labor prob-
lem because it destroys the personal relations betv/een
employers and employees.
50. After the Civil War, businessmen demanded high pro-
tective tariffs.
31. In 1870, more than half of our exports were agricultural
products; at present more than half of our exports are
manufactured goods ready for consumption.
52. Influenced by Gallatin’s report on manufacturers. Pres-
ident Jefferson, in 1811, advocated an embargo to
encourage our infant industries.
53. The principal occupation in the majority of the colo-
nies v^as agriculture,
54. The ’’greenbacks" were gold-secured bank notes issued
by the Southern C onfederacy.
55. The I ndustrial Revolution was a revolt by the indus-
trial laborers against the wealthy factory ovmers.
36, The tariff was more a sectional issue a hundred years
ago than it is today, becs.use of the attitude of the
Republican Party toward the tariff since 1880.
57. Pres ident Theodore Roosevelt’s efforts to settle the
coal strike of 1902 made him very unpopular Virith the
public
,
38, The invention of the gasoline engine has tended to de-
crease the output of agricultural products in the
United States,
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29 , The Homestead Act of 1862 placed a tax on all farm lands.
40. The Panic of 1872 was caused by overbuilding of rail-
roads and factories,
41. American manufacturers as a group have usually favored
immigration into the United States,
42. By 1895 a majority of the disputes between Capital and
Labor were settled by voluntary arbitration,
45.
The Congress of Industrial Organization is composed of
radical labor imionists who desire to transform
America into a Communistic State,
44. Western farmers generally have supported expansion
in the volume of paper money,
45. The Federal Res erve System effectively prevents
"elasticity” of currency.
46. The Wagner Act of 1954 legalized the prac tice of col-
lective bargaining between Capital and Labor.
47. The rapid Western expansion of agriculture led Nev/
England farmers to adopt large-scale farming in
order to compete.
48. The Federal government derives most of its revenue in
time of peace from the general property tax.
49. The system of protective tariffs has ceased to be a
cause of the discontent of farmers in the United
States since 1900.
50. The opening of big Western farms decreased the need
for agricultural machinery.

Instructions ; V/rite briefly on one of the follovdng:
1, State the arguments advanced in favor of high
protective tariffs or of those in favor of
free trade,
2, V'lhat are s one of the laajor objectives of labor
unions?
3* State some of the abuses vdiich have sometimes
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UNIT organization OF THE. TOPIC
"THE GROV/TH OF DEMOCRACY IN THI-: UNITED ST.iTES"
General Statement of the Unit
American democracy, as we know it today, come about by a
slow growth through many centuries. It is not, as some people
profess to believe, a system of government invented by a small
I band of leaders in the Revolution and in the Convention which
formed the Constitution.
There are certain basic political ideals upon which the
American democracy has been founded. Thes e form the bases for
the various movements v/hich have contributed to tlie democratiza-
tion of American life as exemplified by the extension of the
suffrage, the rise of universal public education, humanitarian
and reform movements, the changing conce^Hs of democracy, and in
our op/n time, particularly, legislation for social security.
These political ideals are:
1. That all men have certain natural rights more fun-
damental than their rights under government;
2, "*hat governments were formed to protect these
rights and promote the general welfare;
5. That governments rest upon the consent of the
governed;
4. tlic^t when government fails to secure the general
= yelfiare- it ohould bo changed »
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Delimitation of the Unit
]-. Democracy was considered by many people as a radical
experiment as late as one hundred and fifty years ago. The
Constitution was framed by representatives of the more conserva-
tive element of the population. They realized that the gains
they had made could be preserved only if they could erect a
stable governjnent
.
They were seeking ways to curb the growth
of popular power,
2. Viiienever the political party in power became too con-
servative, an election sooner or later brought into power more
radical groups.
5. One of the factors contributing to the election of
more democratic presidents was the extension of the suffrage.
The nevv' Western states which entered the Union greatly extended-
voting privileges. Following their lead, the older states re-
moved their restrictions upon the ballot and by 1828 almost full
white manhood suffrage prevailed.
4. One of the foundations upon which the American democacy
rests is the extension of free public education to all children.
The modern public schools have come to take over more and more
of the functions which formerly belonged to the spheres of home,
church, or industry.
5. YiTiile the United States has a Constitution v/hich pro-
vides the basis for a political democracy, there have been nu-
merous instances in which certain minority groups have been de-
prive d of their political rights. One of the problems facing
w
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the American democracy today is the necessity for correcting
these abuses.
6, As part of the movement toward democratizing this
c ountry, certain reforms have been introduced such as those
regulating the working conditions of laborers in industry.
7, One of the most interesting and important aspects of
democracy has been its gradual developments into a social ideal
According to this point of view, democracy is more than a form
of government. It is a way of life toward which we are strug-
gling—a way ?/hich will bring about improvement in the v/elfare
of all men.
Probable Incidental and Indirect Learning Products
1, An understanding of the changing concepts of democracy
2, The realization that democracy can thrive only with
an educated citizenry,
5.
The realization that in a democracy the people can





4, The realization that democracy should be looked upon
less as something inherited and more as something v/hich we are
trying to create. - •
5, The ability to use the dictionary and encyclopedia in
determining the meanings of certain words or phrases.
6, The ability to deliver an oral report prepared from
various sources.
7, Expansion of the vocabulary of AmeriCd.n history, in-
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8. An attitude of v^anting to unders tand and to become
acqua inted vfith members of other racial and. religious groups
Tentative Time Allotment
The tentative time allotment for this unit is four v;eeks
five periods per week, forty minutes per period.
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Instructions to the Student
Date
'’The Growth of Democracy in the United States" is the topi j
of this unit. This study and activity guide has been prepared
to help you to understand the virork that we shall cover in this
unit. The YJ’ork under "Core Activities" must be prepared by
each student.
Here are your instructions for the core activities:
1, There is a list of v/ords which you have been askeii.
to look up in the dictionary or encyclopedia, ‘-^'hese words have
been chosen from your reading material and should become a part
of your everyday vocabulary. Write out the dictionary defini-
tion and also a sentence or two in your own words explaining
what the word means. This list is to be handed in on (Date).
2, The information for your three hundred Vv'ord essay
may be obtained from V. L. Parkinson, "M ain Currents in Ameri-
can Thought."
S, You are asked to keep a scrapbook of clippings
from newspapers or periodicals relating to racial prejudice in
the United States and social security legislation.
Suggestions: Periodicals: 'j-’irae, N ewsweek.
Harper's, Atlantic Monthly, Nation, Mew Republic, Nev/spapers:
New York Sunday Times, Boston Globe, Boston Herald, Boston
Post, Boston Traveller.
This scrapbook v/ill be due sometime near the end
of the unit on a date to be announced by the teacher.
17
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4. There are thirty-nine (59) ques tions which must
be asnwered before the unit is completed. You may proceed at
your own rate, but try to average three (o) ques tions per day.
At the end of most of the questions you will find a set of num-
bers. These refer to the books listed under the "List of Ref-
erences’’ and the pages in which the necessary information may b(
found. Ex ample: 3:156-167 refers to Muzzey, ’’History of the
American People”, pages 156-167.
5. The ’’Optional Related Activities” have been de-
signed to test your ability to perform a project on your own
initiative and are not required. If you decide to work on one
of the optional related activities you are asked to discuss it
with the teacher before you begin. All activities are kept on
separate cards on the teacher’s desk m^here you may get them
when you are ready for them.
6. This unit is designed to cover four weeks of !
work. On the last day of the unit a test will be given cover-
ing only the material v/hich has been discussed in class.
7. If you have any questions about this study guide
or any part of the course, please feel free to ask questions
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A. Introductory Activities .— Introductory talks by the
teacher tracing briefly the historical development of democracy
in other countries up to the Colonial period in /unerican hist-
ory. In these talks the teacher virill discuss the attitude of
the ancient Greeks and Romans to democracy, Magna Carta, the
struggle for pov/er betv/een the English kings and Parliament, and
the contributions made to democracy by the eighteenth century
French and English theorists, such as Voltaire, Rousseau, and
Locke. There will be no class discussion during these intro-
ductory talks, unless the students have any questions to ask.
B. Core A ctivities .— 1. Look up in the dictionary or
encyclopedia the meanings of the following words:
franchise democracy natural rights
suffrage republic social contract
poll-tax divine right federal
2. How would you define democracy? Discuss defini-
tions that you find in some of the books listed below:
Adamic, L. ”Frora Many Lands”
Boft, E. ”The Americanization of Edward Bok"
Chase, S. ’’Rich Land, Poor Land”
Miller, H.R. ’’Races, Nations and Classes”
Sears
,
P.B., ’’Deserts on the March"
Smith, B, ’’The Democratic Spirit"
Skinner, C.M., "fflyths and Legends of our Lands”
3, Prepare a written report of three hundred to four
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A. Natural rights Rousseau
B, Social contract Locke
4* Who favored the adoption of the Constitution and
what arguments did they use for its adoption? l?ho opposed it
and what were their arguments? 10:21-57
5. Read the Constitution of the United States. Do
you think it was framed by theoretical radical revolutionists
or by representatives of the conservative classes?
6. I'iJhat does the Federal Consltltution say in regard
to voting?
7. YiOiat qualifications must a citizen of ^Massachu-
setts possess in order to vote? 6:567-68
8. IrVhat were the qualifications for voting in Jef-
ferson*s time? In Jackson^s time? 10:161-166;9:77-79,142-43
9. V/hat factors have contributed to the extension of
suffrage in America? 9:77-79
10. Read and be prepared to discuss the nineteenth
(19th) amendment to the Federal Coniitution.
11. YJhat are some of the methods used today to pre-
vent Southern Negroes from voting? 10:167-75
12. Would you favor amending the Federal C onstituticjin
to prevent people from voting unless they have had a minimum
education of eight years in grammar school?
15, Should voting be viewed as a right, a privilege,
or a duty? i^o you favor universal suffrage? 10 : 160-61; 9 : 141-42
14. Explain the significance in American history of
(
the growth of free schools 8 : 64-67 ; 154-156 ; 9 : 550-75
15. Compare the life of a boy or girl in 1817 with thai
of your ov.TL life, with respect to education and opportunity of
advancement. 2:540,545,346; 3: 86; 4:483-84
16. Describe the attitude, during the Colonial period,
of New England toward popular education, 2:104;3:86;4:475-7^ 7
17. List all the reasons you can think of v^hy school
enrollments have increased steadily in the United States for
the past century. 2; 7; 8; 11
18. Enumerate some ways in which the school in America
has enlarged its program since the early nineteenth century.
7fhat changes in our society have led to these school changes?
2; 7; 11
19. l^at part have the state and community played in
the maintenance of schools? How do you justify the existence
of non-public schools? Give reasons for or against a Federal
system of education. 2;7; 11
20. In a country which accepts the idea of democratic
social organization, what conditions prevent equality of educa-
tional opport’Jinity? Does the nature of our Federal Constitution
affect this problem? 9:561-564
21. \''.Tiy is freedom of the mind important in democrat i :
education? 9:564-568
22. Why are motion pictures and the radio called agenc
of education? Are they under government regulation? 9:568-572
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24. Should our schools turn out citizens with a general
education or a technical education? If a man is trained in a




2; 4; 9; 11 I
25. For the next three days be prepared to discuss in
|
class the follov.dng topics:
A. Colonial democracy




F. New Deal democracy 2;2:42,48,62,72,77,8£,
121, 178, 197,260,282, 588, 596, 745;4: 8; 10
26. ¥Jhat is the difference betv/een economic, politic al
and social democracy? 'which of these concepts of democracy
characterizes the United States today? 1; 2; 4; 6; 8; 9; 10; 11
27. Give instances in which democracy is not practiced
in the United S tates today, vi/hat are the reasons for these
conditions? 10:159; 6:575
28. V/hat do you consider as the chief causes of preju-
dice today? Hov/ can they be eliminated? 2;4;9;11:180
29. Keep a notebook of clippings from newspapers and
periodicals on the following topics: racial prejudice in the
United States, and social s ecurity legislation.
50. Discuss the progress made by the Negro population
in the United States since 1865 in the follov/ing: place in the
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political status. 8:299,326-27; 10:161, 169-72
31. Contrast the position of women in industry, educa-
tion, and government in 1789 with their position in 1946.
10:161-164; 9:522,546
32. ^Aliy is society interested in protecting women in
industry? 9:522-546
33. V/hat is meant by ’’sweatshop” labor? Why does so-
ciety deplore it? t^hat factors have contributed to the exist-
ence of sweatshops? bliat factors are contributing to their
reduction? 2;4; 10; 11 :420-21
34. Trace the progress of minimum wage legislation in
the United States. 2;4;11
35. Are there any economic or social conditions in
Lawrence Vi^hich are conducive to poverty? Lxplain.
36. In your opinion has your local or S tate govern-
ment any responsibility for the health and housing conditions
in your community? 4:341-343
37. What is social insurance? Lliat are some common
types of social insurance? 6:646-649;8:456,459,486
58. I^liat was the broad purpose of the Federal Social
Security Act of 1935? What effect does this Act have on the
enactment of State social security legislation? TVhy? 10:620-23,
39, Discuss the old-age insurance provisions of the
Federal Social Security Act. 4:381,657-58, 677
40. How do you account for the increas ing functions of
government? Do you view this trend v/ith alarm, with satisfac-
tion. or with complacency? Explain vour position fully. 4:6:9:
10 ; 11 ;
I
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41, In what ways have the initiative, referendum, and
recall contributed to the developing concept of democracy in
the United S tates? 6:420, 592-93;10:72c-24, 759-62, 765-66
42, In what v^ays can you as an individual help to
pres erve democracy and make it function better?
C, Optional Related. Activities .— 1, Present arguments
of your ovm, pro or con, on one of the following statements:
A, "The age for voting should be lowered to
18 years,”
B, ’’The poll tax should be abolished” .
C, ’’Only people with a minimum of a high
school education should have the right
to vote”,
2, Give a report to the class on the ’’Town Meeting
of the Air” which may be heard on the radio every Monday even-
ing at 7,30 P. M.
3, Prepare a talk on one of the following subjects:
A, Plato’s ideal state as presented in his
’’Republic”
,
B, Education as a factor in promoting
democracy,
4, Ask one of your classmates to participate Y/ith you
in a debate on one of the following topics:
A, Resolved, that woman’s place is in the hon
B, Resolved, that a child -labor amendment is
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5. Prepare a short oral report on any novel which you
have read in recent years relating to a humanitarian or reform
movement in America.
6. Prepare a book report of one thousand words on
"For Us the Living", by John J. Mahoney, (Harper and Brothers)
In your report, note particularly Professor ^ahoney’s concept of
democracy and also v/hat he believes that the public schools can
do to help achieve social democracy in the United States today.
7. Prepare a written report on the contribution made
to democracy by one of the following persons:
Abraham Lincoln, William Lloyd Garrison,
IVilliam Jennings Bryan, Franklin Roosevelt
George Morris, or -“ndrevv Jackson,
8. Prepare a vvritten report on the part played in the
woman’s suffrage movement by Susan Anthony or Alice Stone Black-
well. If you are planning to do this report you m.ay want to
write to Miss Blackwell or visit her at her home in Cambridge,
Massachusetts
.
9. Prepare a short written report comparing the re-





A. Some ideals of American democracy,
B, Responsibility of citizenship in a democrac
11
C. Privilege of citizenship in a democracy.
Read in class the provisions of your State Consti-
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12. Prepare a report, either oral or written, on one
of the follovving topics:
A. The secret ballot
B. Preferential voting
C. Proportional representation 6; 9; 10; 11
15,
Form a committee with two other students and inves-
tigate and report in class on opportunities for vocational
education in Lawrence,
14. Can you see any common ground in (l) the effort to
increase economic security, (2) the struggles of labor, and (5)
the growth of public education?
15. hliat arguments can be offered for and against in-
creased Federal aid to public schools? 2;4;9;11
16. y?ork out a graphic comparison of the Lawrence
school system as it was in the years 1910 and 1940. Compare
size, range of activities and offerings, organization and costs
Information for this report may be obtained from the S uperin-
tendent of Schools whose office is in the Oliver S chool.
17. Find out what Senators and Representatives in Con-
gress have been most influential in promoting labor and s ociah
security legislation. Make a list of three or four important
acts and try to find out hovi^ your state’s congressmen voted
on them,
18. Search the references for criticisms vj'hich have
been made of the Social Security Act. Hovj do supporters of the
\F.r.i
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A ct reply? Do most critics feel that the a
doned or merely modified?
19, Prepare a v/ritten report on one




A, The Radio in Education
B, The Federal Office of Education
C, The Adult Education Movement. 9; 11
20. Select one novel which you think deals, directly
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cracy ” « Harcourt, Brace a nd Company, 19B9
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Instructions. Read, each statement through carefully. If
you think the statement is entirely right, mark ^ on the line
provided at the end of the statement. If you think the state-
ment is entirely wrong, mark Answer all the statements.
1. Democracy, as a form of government, originated in England
2, The Magna Carta was a document v/hich gave the common peo-
people of England the right to vote,
3. The doctrine of natural rights is usually associated
virith the name of Rousseau,
4, The various State governraents of the United S tates de-
termines the qualifications of the voters within
each State,
5, The poll tax requirement has had the effect of dis-
franchising only the Negro in the South.
6, The United States today may be considered to be a so-
cial democracy.
7, The public high school, with its varied curricula, v/as
first established in the 1820^s,
8. Educational opportunities for the iimerican Negro are
about the same as they were fifty years ago,
9. The nineteenth amendment to the Federal Constitution
states that viromen shall receive equal pay as men
for the same type of work,
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American citizens over sixty-five years of age shall
receive a monthly pension for the rest of their lives.,
11. Health and housing conditions in Lawrence are the fimc-
tion of city, state, and federal agencies.
12. Jacksoniain democracy had the effect of giving power to
the industrial workers of the Eastern states and the
farmers of the Western states.
13. Thomas Jefferson believed that democratic government
should be in the hands of propertyless, industrial
workers,
14. The initiative, referendum, and. recall are three de-
vices which have done a great deal toward improving
the quality of municipal government in the last
twenty-five years,
15. The Federal Constitution is considered by most histori-
ans as an essentially conservative document,
16. The American people have always recognized the fact
that education is necessary to the success of a demo-
cratic government,
17. Free public education through the high school grades
is now regarded as unnecessary government expense.
18. Throughout the B/Iiddle and Far West and in the South,
college education is dominated by endowed private
diversities,
19. The greatest boon to the development of free college
education in the United States was the setting aside
of public lands for the support of universities.

20. The labor organizations which were formed in the United
States previous to 1835 advocated state-supported
systems of education,
21. The best v^ay of meeting the problems of economic inse-
curity in your community is through State and Federal
unemployment insurance,
22. The only purpose of the Federal Social Security Act is




It is generally agreed today that v;orking conditions
in factories are not the concern of the government,
24. The Federal Social Security Act has expanded the work
of the Federal government in relation to the needs of
a great mass of the population.
25. The concept of democracj^ Wa.s unimown to the ancient
Greeks.
26. Democratic government can never exist under a monarchy,
27. The Fifteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution, in
effect, gives the Negro the right to vote,
28. All citizens of a nsition which possesses economic demo-
cracy receive the same wages.
29. In a democratic school system it is important for
teachers to be able to express their own opinions.
30. Social equality has always existed in /imerica since
Colonial days,
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32, The Federal Constitution was framed by representatives of
the more radical elements of the population.
33, Andrexv Jackson is regarded as the champion of the com-
mon man and of popular government.
34, Great progress toward economic democracy vms made dur-
ing the administration of Franklin Roosevelt.
^
35, Racial and religious prejudices are inherited.
36, The modern concept of democracy originated from the
idea that governments rest upon the will of the people
37, The nineteenth century movements for social reform
have all contributed to the realization of our pre-
sent democratic ideals.
38, The Federalist Party led by Hamilton and Washington,
favored giving more pov/er to the masses of people.
39, Government by an aristocracy of talent and wealth was
advocated by Andrev/ Jackson.
40, The Federalist leaders were for the most part, dis-
contented farmers.
41, There is a growing feeling among educators today that
citizens of a democracy should receive a general edu-
cation.
42, Individual citizens can do nothing to make democracy
function better.
45. The natural-rights thinkers wrote books and pamphlets
attacking the theory of the divine right of kings.
44. In America today v^re look upon universal education as
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45, Many of our traditions of democracy and liberty are in-
herited from the English and French peoples,
46, C itizens of a democracy should realize that for every
right or privilege which they ha.ve, there is a cor-
responding duty to perform.
47, Little or no progress has been made in the last fifty
years toward improving the working conditions of v/omen
in factories,
48, Citizens of a democracy regect the concept of ’’divine
right of kings”.
49, The terms, democracy and republic, mean the same thing.,
50, The concept of ’’democracy” has various meanings today.
_
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Instructions ; l¥rite briefly on one of the following:
1, I'lliat arguments can you give for and against
democracy?
2, Why is universal education so important in a
deraocracjT-?
3, LTiat are some of the eauses of non-voting in
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mCT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC
"THE DEVELOPJIENT OF THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM"
General Statement of the Unit
Tv7o divergent political philosophies, based on democracy
and totalitarianism, exist in the world today. As citizens of
the American democracy, we ought to know the constitutional ba-
sis of our government, the nature of our federal system, and thd
instrumentalities by which our government operate.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. The /imerican system of government, especially in its
early years, has reflected the culmination of trends over a pe-
riod of centuries in England and France.
The doctrines of sovereignty of the people, and s epa-
ration of pov/ers have both been transported across the ocean,
2. The federal system of government was found to be the
most effective means of reconciling the conflicting sovereign-
ties of the colonies.
Hovi^ever, the contest for pov/er between adherents of
j
states^ rights and of those who favor increased centralization
in the Federal government, has never ceased, although the lattei
have been gaining the upper hand in the last fifty years,
3. The Federal constitution, which is the fundamental law
of the land, has defined the powers which are delegated by it tc
the Federal government, those which it prohibits to the States,
and those which are reserved to the States and to the people.
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4. Almost from the beginning, the Supreme C ourt has take
upon itself the right and duty to declare acts of Congress con-
stitutional or unconstitutional, thus making itself superior to
both the executive and the legislative branches of the governmeit.
5. Wille political parties are net mentioned in the Consti-
tution, they have become an integral part of the American piblit l-
cal system. In a totalitarian system of government, opposition
parties are neither necessary nor tolerated. In a democracy, po[
itical parties are the agencies by which groups of people vfho
think alike on certain fundamental.: issues can have their views
advanced and adopted.
6. V/hen our Federal government was in its infancy, it was
a comparatively simple matter to select the personnel for the
various activities of the government. Much ofthe appointment o
civil service was done directly by the Pres ident with the ad-
vice of members of Congress. Since the appointment of support-
ing party members to political positions became a terrible bur-
den on our Pres idents, a Civil Service Commission was estab-
lished, and now nearly all of the employees of the government, ejjc-
cept department heads and key diplomats, are chosen through
Civil Service.
Probable Incidental and Indirect Learning Products
1. An understanding of the relationship between the poli-
tical system of a nation and its history.
2. An understanding of the part that government plays in
the everyday lives of its citizens,
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the type of government they deserve to have.
4. The ability to carry on orderly and constructive group
discussion.
5. Taking systematic notes on written materials and on
oral reports.




Ability to draw inferences and make generalizations.
Tentative Time A-llotment
The tentative time allotment for this unit is four weeks,
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Instructions to the Student
DS-t 6
’’The Development of the American Political System” is the
topic of this unit’s work. We have prepared this study and ac-
tivity guide to help you to understand the Y;orK that we shall
cover in this unit. The work under ’’Core Activities” must be
prepared by each student.
Here are your instructions for the core activities:
1. You are asked to bring in a newspaper or magazine
clipping concerning the activities of some branch of our Federal
or State governments on (Date) . Choose a clipping from a news-
paper not more than two (2) weeks old, or from a magazine not
more than one (l) month old. Suggestions: Nev/s papers? New
York Times , Boston Globe , Boston Herald .
2, There is a list of words whose meanings you have
been asked to look up in the dictionary or in your government
textbook. These words have been chosen from your reading mater-
ial and should become a part of your everyday vocabulary. Write
out t he dictionary definition and also a sentence or two ex-
plaining ?/hat the definition means in your own words. This list
is to be handffid in on (Date)
,
5. The three hundred word essay will be due (Date).
4. There are thirty-seven (57) questions which must b^
ansv/ered before the unit is completed, lou may proceed at your
own rate, but try to average three (s) questions per day. At thp
end of some of the questions you will find a set of numbers. Thebe
refer to the books listed under the ’’List of References for the
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Student” and the pages in which the necessary information may be
found. Example: 7:63-85 means Bruce, ”im]erican Parties and Poli-
tics”, pages 63-85, You are not asked to write out the answers
to these questions since they will be discussed in class.
5, The optional related activities are not required tHut
are designed to increase yoiir knowledge of the work of the unit.
They are a test of your ability to work independently. If you d||e-
cide to work on one of the optional related activities, you are
asked to discuss it m^ith the teacher before you begin. All ac-
tivities are kept on separate cards on the teacher’s desk, where
you may get them when you are ready for them.
6, This unit is designed to take four weeks. On the
last day of the unit, a final test will be given on the unit.
The test will include only that material which has been discussed
in class.
7.
If you have any questions to ask about the s tudy
guide or about any part of the course, please feel free to ask
the teacher questions during or after class.
Suggestions about improving this unit will be
welcome at all times.
I-
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A. Introductory Activities .— Introductory talk by the
teacher and class discussion on the meaning of government. Dur-|
ing the discussion the following questions will be raised: IfThat
branches or agencies of the government affect you in your daily
lives? ’That activities are performed for you by governmental
agencies which you could not perform for yourself?
B, Core Activities .— 1. Each student is to bring to
class a newspaper or periodical clipping shov/ing the activities
of some branch of our federal or state governments. The se clii
pings v/ill be read aloud in class, and group discussion will
follow
.
2. Look up in the dictionary or in your government


















5, The United States is a representative, constitu-
tional, federal, republic. Consult unabridged dictionaries and
explain fully the meaning of each of these terras.
4. bliat is the meaning of sovereignty? V.Tio or what
possesses sovereignty in the United States, Great Britain and
Soviet Russia? 2 : 60-61;4 : 11-12
5, From what nations does the United States inherit
its traditions of democracy and republicanism? 4:14-16
I
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6, Explain the meanings of the terms, ' ’’separation of
pov;ers”, and. "checks and balances’’. Hov/ does our system of
checks and balances work? 1:74; 2:248-249






E. Article No. 10 of the "Federalist"
8. Explain the tripartite division of function of
government in the United States. l;2;5;10:285-84
9. Prepare a chart showing the powers of government
under our federal system.
10.
Outline the general procedure by ?/hich a bill be-
comes l8iW, 1:159-164;2: 294-311
11. What is meant by the veto pov/er? Ccin a vetoed
bill become law? -^f so, how: 1:188-89;8:109, 233-34, 317
12, Find out what you can about the British parliament -
ary form of government. Are there any features of parliamentary
government v/hich could be used by our federal government?
1:43,74; 10:378,386-87
13. Show the various ways by which the Federal C onsti-
tution has been amended or changed in the more than one hundred
and fifty years of its existence. l:77-79;4:20-22;9:59,
90-101,224-25,371,385,526,528,620
14, Discuss three constitutional cases which you think
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15, Vfhat is "judicial review"? Discuss the significance
of the Constitutional case, "Marbury vs, Madison", 2:54-56,68-
69,465-570
16, Has the Supreme Court of the United States been resporj
sive to the people’s wishes throughout its entire existence?
Ij2;9;10
17, Study and be prepared to discuss the significance of
the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution, 1;2;5;4
18, .Has the trend in the past fifty years been toward an
increase or decrease in states’ rights? 105,105, 122, 184
19, In V(That y/ays do the Federal and S tate governments woij
together? 2:89,95-108
20; Do you think that the Federal and State governments
will play a greater or lesser role in the lives of citizens in
coming years?
21, Can you show” that the system of grant s-in-aid tends tcj
centralize governmental power and authority? 2:96-97
22. V.liat is a land grant? Make a list of the important
land grants which the Federal government has made since 1 789.
1;2,-11:164, 172
25, ¥/hat is a subsidy? A tariff? Vdiat are the different
kinds of tariffs? Show the similarity between a subsidy to Wes'!
ern farmers and a protective tariff to Lawrence woolen manufac-
turers. 1:187-88, 217-219;2; 9:281-82
24. Discuss the desirability of high protective tariffs a4d
of free trade for the United States, 4:715
.
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tration; majority; plurality; precinct, 1;2;8;9
26. Ho?; is it possible for a President to be elected
v;ithout a majority of the popular vote? 2:228
27. Trace the gro?;th of political parties in this
country. 2:184-187
28. In what 'ways are our major political parties ba-
sically alike? In what ways do they differ? 1:400-416
29. 1^/hat part have political parties played in the
development of democratic governments ? 1:401
30. i.h.at services have minor parties given to jirneri-
can life and politics? 8:191-193
31. I'Vhat arguments can be offered for and against the
t?;o party system in the United S tates? 8:116,182-207
32. Explain the meanings of initiative, referendum an i
recall. Give arguments for and against each of these. 8: 58,1 54- >,
338
33. Explain the meanings of pressure groups and lob-
Should lobbies be declared illegal? 2:316-19'^^:58,128,131
,
240,243,244,257-258,407
34. YfhSit evils have been brought about at times by
the spoils system in American politics? 1:505; 3: 2, 14, 328;
11:262,445
35. Discuss the organization and duties of the United
States Civil Service Commission. 8:298,299,307,342
36. In the Civil Service should promotions be based o;i
length of service, efficiency, ratings, or periodic examinations
,
or the comination of all these? l:651-57;9:432-44,674,676
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38. Read the first ten amendments to the Federal Con-
stitution. V/hat are these amendments commonly called? Give ex-
amples, to show what might happen to you or to other individuals
if these guarantees of rights did not exist. 1;2;11
39. V;liat is he meaning of the terms, ”civil rights”
and ’’political rights”, ^numerate some of the civil and politicjhl
rights which an Ameri<^an citizen possesses under the Constitu-
tion. 9: 73-75, 89-94, 97, 670-72, 68^,684-86;l:330-d09
40; May a person believe whatever he pleases regardin
religious matters? May he ^ what he pleases, asserting that
his deeds are part of his religion?
C. Optional Related Activities .—1. Fill in the following
outline on the Federal constitution:
A. Adoption of the Constitution
B. Fundamentals of the Constitution
C. Gro¥7th of the Constitutional System. 2;
3
2. Prepare a short written report on the political
philosophies of either Locke, Rousseau, or Montesquieu, and show
how their ideas influenced the development of our Federal Const!
tution and our government
,
3. Try to find neswpaper clippings or magazine articlfijs
which illustrate one or t'wo of the ways of constitutional change
4. Look up brief accounts of the lives and opinions
various members of the Constitutional Convention of 1787. 2;
5
5. In parallel columns list some of the problems deal
with by the Federal and State governments. Which of these fall
largely to one area of government? Which ones have to be dealt
ni!
t
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with by both? ViTiich require the closest cooperation? 1;£;8
6. Select one case now before the Supreme Court of tHe
United States and follov,r its progress in the newspapers. PreseiHt
an oral report to the class on the development of this case.
7. Vtf'rite a short report on any one of the following:
”The Life and Services of ^hief Justice John
Marshall”
”The Life and Services of Oliver Wendell Holme
”The Personnel of the Present Supreme '^curt”.
8. Read the platforms issued by the two major partie
during the last presidential campaign. Compare the planks deal
ing with such matters as labor and agriculture,
9. Explain to the clas the following restrictions
pertaining to political campaigns:
(l) on corporations
'2) congressmen
2 ) int imidation
^4) active part by government officials
^5} contributions and expenditures
(6)bribery
(7)newspapers and periodicals 1;2
10. Explain to the class which of the following politi
cal proposals you consider to be of most importance:
(l)pay the cost of political campaigns from
government funds;
'2)make party organizations illegal;
encourage a third party;
j4)compel citizens to vote;
v^Jelect only a few officers at one time, and
make the ballot short by appointing officei
other than those who make the laws;
6)
forbid the use of money in political
campaigns;
(7)
do away with the spoils system. 1;2;8;9
11. Collect ten or twelve newspaper or magazine articles
or editorials dealing with the regulation of business or agricul
; ;1 a-r^'jC'Oo -Biid’ 3 '’rin:'?)'T doLtVtJ’ ?st:tod '’r<J nJLr: I
t
n.
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ture by government. Classify these into three groups: (l) those
in favor of extensive regulation; (S) those opposed to regulatiot
(5) those which merely discuss the issues or agencies without ex
pressing an opinion one way or the o her. Now list the argujnen
made in each of the three groups, ^^'h.-ch arguments seem to be bdlsed
on fact and reason? which are based on anger and prejudice?
12, Present an oral report shovfing how the Inters tatd
Commerce Commission has aided various kinds of business. ];2;8;^
IS, Prepare a v-rritten report on one of the follov/ing:
A. Reciprocal Tariff Agreements
B. Federal Loan Agency
14, Can you tell the class why bankers and manufacttrdrs
have supported the Republican Party in past years? i’vhy has or-
ganized labor more often supported the J^emocrats?
15, Make a list of State and Federal activities in ai4
ing and supervising business and agriculture which preceded the
NeviT Deal. Ncvir list those which were set u^. under the administrd
tion of Franklin Roosevelt, Do the two lists differ very much j|n
the purposes and natures of the agencies established?
16, There is a bill pending before Congress now relat-|
ing to the reorganization of certain administrative agencies of
the Federal government. Follow the progress of this bill care-
fully in the newspapers, c.nd make periodic reports to the class
^
17, Prepare a written report on one of the following
A, The Food and Drug Administration
B, The United S tates Patent 0 ffice
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.
regarding the organization and methods of the Federal Civil Ser
t
vice. You can secure information on the extension of the merit
sj^stem from the Massachusetts Civic League, Joy Street, B oston
19. If we should hold a national constitutional convert
tion today, vdiat social groups should be represented? ''’Tiat geo
graphical areas? Select ten or twelve leaders of the present d^y
ViThom you think persons of sufficient ability to sit in such a
convention.
20. At various times, presidents of the United States
have openly criticized decisions of the Supreme Court. Do you
believe this a public service? Present your opinions in the
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Instructions. Read each statement through carefully. If yc
think the statement is entirely right, mark
-f- on the line provic
ed at the end of the statement. If you think the statement is
entirely wrong, mark -. jinsvier all the statements.
1. The Federal government of the United States has the same
form of organization as the centralized government of France.
2. Aliens possess no civil rights under the Federal
constitution.
S. The Supreme Court of the United States, throughout its
entire history, has generally tended to be conservative in
its outlook.
4. All members of the Democratic Party share the same out-
look on political and economic matters.
5. The Constitution of the United States states that the
Supreme Court shall have the rights to revie?/ all legis-
lation passed by Congress.
6. High protective tariffs have always been desiped by
American farmers.
7. Political parties are necessary for the functioning
of modern democracies.
8. Government aid in the form of pensions and subsidies has
been provided by the Federal government only in the past
twentyQfive years.
9. The separation of the three branches of the national






been maintained untii the present day.
10, The American form of government is the only example of
democracy in the world today.
_
11, The initiative, recall, and referendum have been re-
peatedly and successfully used by Americans in recent years..
12, The rights of freedom of speech and of the press which
are guaranteed by the United States Constitution allow Amer-
ican citizens to say and wite whatever they please.
_
15.
Sovereignty in the United States is derived from the
people.
__
14. Minor parties in the United States have had no influ-
ence upon the policies of either of the major political
parties.
_
15. The spoils system in American politics has been used
only by the Democratic party.
_
16. The Nev/ Deal, under Franklin Delano Roosevelt, pursued
a policy of negotiating reciprocal trade treaties with
other nations.
17. John M arshall believed in liberal interpretation of
the ’’implied po?/ers” of the Federal Constitution.
18. The Federal C onstitution, as originally adopted, pro-
vided for a tT\ro-house legislature.
19. After being passed by Congress and. signed by the Presi-
dent, laws affecting interstate commerce must be approved
by the Supreme '^ourt before they become effective.
50. Basically, subsidies and tariffs are alike.
51. The Republican Party was hostile to railroad, expansion
i. I.
'
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and refused to aid the railroad companies by means of land
subsidies.
22 , The policy of granting old-age pensions to all its em-
ployees has recently been adopted by the Federal Government.
_
25.
Certain features of the British parliamentary system,
if adopted by the United States government, \Yould improve
the efficiencj^ of the latter.
24. In our system of checks and balances neither the Presi-
dent nor Congress has any way of influencing Supreme Court
decisions.
25. The strength of the -^nti-Federalist lay maihly with
the shipping interests of Nev^ England.
26. Andrew Jackson maintained that the Federal C onstitution
did not authorize Congress to provide funds for internal
improvements.
27. The disputed ^-^ayes-Tilden election of 1876 was settled
by the United States Court of Claims.
28. The Constitutional case, Marbury vs. Madison, is fa-
mous because it gave the Supreme ^ourt the right of
judicial revie;v.
29. The chief advocates of states’ rights today come from
the Northeastern industrial sta:es.
50. There has been a trend away from states’ rights in the
United States in the past twenty-five years.
31. Civil liberties are often in danger of being abrogated
in time of war.
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tended its influence in recent years has been through the
use of grants-in-aid
, _
23, The attempt of the Federal government to control rail-
roads and other big corporations v;as one of the main politi-
c al questions between 1876 and 1900.
__
24. The adoption of the eighteenth amendment to the Federal
Constitution (Prohibition) increased respect for law in the
United States,
_
35. Alexander Hamilton favored a liberal interpretation of
the Constitution.
__
56. The Underwood Act of 1912 aimed to increase the control
of the Federal government over Big Business.
_
37. The phrase, ”No state shall deprive any person of life,
liberty, or prosperity v/ithout due process of law", is taken
from the Bill of Rights of the Federal Constitution.
38. Gerrymandering is a form of direct legislation,
__
39. The differences between the Democratic and Republican
Parties are clearly defined.
40. Political parties have played an important part in the
development of democratic goverjiment in the United States.
41. A bill cannot become law once it has been vetoed by
the President.





43. The only way by v/hich the Constitution of the United
States can be changed is through a constitutional amendment.
44. The difficulties of maintaining popular control over
T1<
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government have become more numerous than ever before,
45. Lobbying is an accepted part of governm.ent legislative
activity today.
46. The Mug\rumps were a group of dissatisfied Democratic
leaders determined to defeat Grover Cleveland.
47. The division of executive authority between national
and state government helped to make the years 1781-1789 the
’’critical period” of -American history,
48. Under the Articles of Confederation Congress had the
power to collect taxes.
49. Sovereignty in Great Britain is possessed by the King,
50. The name, Vi’illiam ^'weed, is associated with Civil
Service reform in this country,
Ess ay
Instructions.— Discuss in three or four paragraphs one of
the following:
1, borne of the duties which an airaerican
citizen owes to his government.
2, The functions of political parties in
the American system of government,
3, The system of checks and balances in
our Federal government.
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UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC
”AI>'1ERICAN FOREIGN REL^iTIONS”
General Statement of the Unit
The foreign policy of a democratic nation is influenced
largely by the force of public opinion. The citizens of a dem-
ocracy should therefore be informed, as part of their ordinary
education, about their relations to other peoples, about the li-[
mitations upon their a'.Ti rights, about their duties to respect
the rights of others, and about what has happened or is happenirj
in international affairs.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. The foreign policies of the United States have evolved
from long and painful experience. They are completely based on
self-interest, as are those of all other nations.
2. Physical separation from Europe and Asia by two wide
oceans has enabled the United States to ^ursue, with considerablfe
success, a policy of isolation. This ?/as of vital importance du’-
ing the years v/hen the nation was too weak to risk involvement i|i
the affairs of the outside world, and vjhen it was forced to ad op
the strategy of playing for time until it became s trong.
3. 'A'ith its incomparable natural advantage s
,
the United
States from the earliest days, has been a mercantile nation, vit^
ly concerned v^ith freedom of the seas. Later it also became a
^reat industrial power, with enormous manufactured as well as agi)
ultural surpluses to export. Still later, it became the world’s
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.
inextricably involved the American people in the affairs of the
world
,
4. United States foreign policy derives its precedents and
traditions from the waitings on international law of Hugo Grotiu
who lived in the small maritime nation of Holland.
5. Although the United “^tates at various times in its hist||o-
ry has resorted to expediency in dealing v/ith other nations, it
has usually lived up to its moral and legal obligations.
6. The American people, except for occasional brief periodjb
and until recently, have never been sc much concerned with foreign
as with domestic problems.
7. The presence of great hostile camps in Europe, to say
nothing of domestic disturbances within those hations, has con-
sistently operated to the advantage of America, and enabled her,
while weak, to consolidate her position.
8. The American people, exercising their democratic privi-
lege and enjoying freedom of speech and press, have shaped their
own foreign policies, ‘•although the Department of S tate has givbn
direction to these policies, it has never dured to deviate far
from the wishes of the n^^tion in major decisions.
Probable incidental and Indirect Learning P roducts
1. The ability to understand current events in our foreign
relations in terms of our national history.
2. The ability to use the dictionary and encyclopedia wit
facility.
3.
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.
4. The ability to compile moterial in an essay form.
5. Skill in distinguishing between fact ana opinion.
6. The attitude of wanting the United States government
to live up to its moral obligations with other nations,
7. An increased and continued interest in our foreign
policy today.
Tentative Time Allotment
The tentative time allotment for this unit is three weeks,
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.
Instructions to the S tudent
Date
’’American Foreign Relations” is the topic of this unit’s
work. We have prepared this study and activity guide to help y0u
to understand the work that v/e shall cover in this unit. The wolrk
under ’’Core Activities” must be prepared by each student.
Here are your instructions for the core activities :
1. You are asked to bring in a newspaper or magazine clip
ping on foreign affairs on (Hate)
.
^hoose a clipping from a ma^
azine not more than three (o) months old, or a newspaper not raor€









fairs ; Newspapers : Ne?/ York times. Boston Globe . Boston Herald
Do not bring in headlines,
2. There is a list of words whose meanings you have been
asked to look up in the dictionary or encyclopedia. These v/ord^
have been chosen from your reading material and should become a
part of your everyday vocabulary. Y/rite out the dictionciry defi-
nition and also a sentence or two explaining what the definitioip
means in your own words, ^his list is to be handed in on (Date)j
3. The information for your three hundred work essay may
be obtained from any general history book. Selected books from
the reading list:
Beard, ”A Basic History of the United States ”
Muzzey, ’’History of the American ^eople ”
This paper is due (Date).
4 . There are twentv-seven (27) questions which must be

answered before the 'unit is completed. You may proceec at your
ov/n rate, but try to average about three (5) questions per day.
At the end of some of the questions you will find a set of nutnbejtrs
These refer to the books listed under the "List of References” eir^o
the pages in which the necessary information may be found. Ex-
ample: 2:320-5£8 means Bailey, "Diplomatic History of the Ameri)
can People", pages 320-3S8. You are not required to write out
f
the answers to these questions since they \i±ll be discussed in
class
,
5. Here are your instructions for "Optional Relented Activi
ties": These activities are not required but are designed to
increase your knowledge of the work of the unit. They are a
test of your ability to work independently. If you decide to
work on one of the optional related activities, you are asked to
discuss it with the teacher before you begin. All activities ai
kept on separate cards on the teacher’s desk where you may get
them vihen you are ready for them.
6. This unit is designed to take three weeks. On the Iasi:
d§[y of the unit, a final test will be given on the unit. The





If there are any questions in your mind about this stuc
guide, or any part of the course, please feel free to ask the
teacher questions during or after class. If you have any sugg(
tions about improving this unit, you are asked to do so by depos;
ing your written suggestion on the wooden box which is on the
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A. Introductory Activities .— Introductory talk by the
teacher and class discussion centering around the follu^ving: In
v/hat ways are nations like or unlike the individuals within the
nation? Can a nation, even one so rich and powerful as the Uni1
ed S tates, live completely by itself? What are the factors
which are making nations increasingly dependent upon one anothei
YiThy must laws be made to govern the relations between nations?
B. Core Activities .— 1. Each student is to bring to the
class a neviTspaper or magazine clipping concerning foreign affaii
as it relates to the United States. These clippings will be res
aloud in class and class discussion will follow,




5. What part does the State Department play in our foreigr
policy? 1 : 1-42
4. ‘%at are the duties of ambassadors and ministers? What
special privileges do they enjoy? 1:14
5. Look up in the dictionary or encyclopedia the meanings
of the folloY^ing words; policy, isolation, intervention, prece-
dent, tradition, expediency, propaganda, buffer state, isthmus,
arbitration, spere of influence, privateer, impressm.ents
,
balanc
of power, belligerency, sovereignty, economic imperialism, mili-
tary imperialism,
6. Locate on a map: Cuba, Philippine Islands, Hav/aii,
Panama, Nicaragua.
7, l?ho is your present Secretary of State? 1/hat qualifi-
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cations does he possess for his position?
8, ^.'hfa.t is international la?/? In v/hat ways is it differ
ent from statute lav/? l:527-541;8:47,100,101,103,lgl
9, Is the foreign policy of a large, industrialized natioii
fundamentally different from that of a small agricultural
nation? 1;2
10, i^hould the foreign policy of a nation be based on ex-
pediency, on its moral obligations or a combination of both? l;i
11, \fhat were Washington’s and Jefferson’s views on our
relations to foreign nations? Should their views guide us in
our relations v/ith other nations today? 4: 86-].10, If 9-150, 132-2, |57
12, A writer on the diplomatic history of the United Statej
has said, ’’Europe’s distresses have made possible America’s
s uccesses.” Explain. 2:21, 68-9, 89, 100-1, 106, 152, 164, 205, 574-5^
489,555,805
13, What does ’’freedom of the seas” mean? 1 : 535-7; 2 : 6, 806
14, In what v/ays has our geographical separation from the
European continent determined our foreign policy? 1;2;4
15, “hat rights does a neutral nation possess during a war*-
A belligerent nation? 1;2;8:127-141
16, ?iliat is the Monroe Doctrine? V.Tiat part has it played
in our foreign relations? 1:30, 35, 78, 81, 82, 98, 120, 136, 162,
550-53^5; 5
17. feite two instances when possible war with England was
averted through compromise. 2:289,295,590
18. Give reasons why the United States fought the War of
1812 and the Mexican War. 2:111-14,121,124,150,141-2,249-,
253-5,262,263,265,266
19. Has the United States ever gone to war for reasons of
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''•hat part did propaganda play in causing us to enter t
first Y^orld War? 2:61c-15; 5:428
21, Should the diplomacy of a nation be conducted secreti^^
or should it be exposed to public view at alii, times?
22. Write a paper of three hundred words on one president
who has been ”his own Secretary of State”. 2
25,
Has the United States ever benefitted b^^ participating
in a war? 2;4;242-244
24. Are the Hawaiian and Samoan Islands important to us fo]
reasons of defense or commerce or both? 2:521,467;5:54^,469,494
25. In v/hat ways can public opinion in a democracj^ make it;
¥/ill known so as to influence the nation’s foreign polic3’-?2:804
26. What were the factors v/hich led to the United States
Senate’s rejection of our participation in the ueague of Na-
tions in 1919? 2: 667, 672; 5:455-57
27. Has the Republican Party always been the party of
isolationism? 2:518,582,459,471,475,507,669
28. Explain the phrase, ’’Business seeks out new interests”
2;4;10
29. Identify Ganning, Hay, Clayton and Bulwer, House, Bryaii,
Madison, Central Powers, Triple Entente, Hull,
SO. In what ways have you been affeted by the recent war?
r:.'
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C. Optional Relo.ted Activities ,— 1, List the outstanding
Secretaries of State from 1789 until the present, 2;
9
2, Prepare a list of periodicals v/hich contain sections dfj
voted to foreign affairs.
5,
Read and report on one of the following books you find
Walter Millis, ^^ The Road to
Julius W. Pratt, ^Expansionists of 1812 -'
MarK Sullivan, ’* Our i'imes ’^, Vols. 1,2, 7,
4
Foster Dulles, ’^America in the Pacific ^’
Harold Howland, ’^Theodore Roosevelt and His Tim
77
4. Give examples where the interests of minority groups in
this country have affected our relcitions with other nations. 2;4
5. Make a list of United. States exports and imports in ten
year intervals from 1800-1940.
6. firaw a map of United States foreign possessions,
7. The movie, ”^’'ilson" is playing at the Capitol Theatre
this week. Give a three-minute talk about the movie, noting parti-
cularly the events which brought us into the v^ar.
8. Prepare an oral report on two important questions since
1900 that have involved the United States and Latin America. Exit-
plain to the class the circumstances of these cases. 7; 9; 11
9. Prepare a written report showing hov.' eo.ch of the followf
ing has influenced AmeriCcin po-licy in the Fc^r East: Hay, Hull
and Hughes.
10. Tell the class your opinion, pro or con, concerning the
follov/ing statement: ”The organization of the United Nations
Organization represents a distinct improvement over the s et-up
of the L eague of Nations^’
.
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board, on American-Russian relations,
12, argiunents might be offered for and against Phil-
ippine independence?
13, Make a chart showing the organization of the Depart-
ment of State.





the facts as to vocational opportunities in
T'.fhat special training is required? 1;2;7




A. Resolved, That participation in another grea1
war would tend to destroy democracy in the
United States,
B. Resolved, That the United S tates should make
military alliances with all the nations of
the ?/estern Hemisphere,
C. Resolved, That the United States has more to
gain than to lose by granting Philippine
independence.
17,
Prepare an oral or written report on one of the fol-
lov/ing topics:
A, The Caribbean policy of the United States
B. American relief work in kurope
C. The economic development of Hawaii
D, The relations of the United States and Mexic(|'
18, Explain to the class hov/ and why modern science and
technical inventions affect the problem of national isolation. 2 ii 11
19. Should the United States and the Latin-/jnerican stated
jointly enforce the Monroe doctrine? vPhat proposals have been
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nations of the Xiestevn Hemisphere?
20, State the arguments of those virho advocate a policy of
national isolation and self-sufficiency. C ompare the value of
this policy with that of strengthening international organized
control of international relations through the medium of the
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Read each stateraent through carefully. If you
think the statement is entirely right, mark f on the line provid-
ed at the end of the stateraent. If you think the statement is
entirely wrong, mark -. Answer all the statements.
1. The Monroe Doctrine is now a part of the Constitution of
the United S tates.
2, The foreign policy of the United States is determined
and administered by Congress.
5,
The Democratic Party has always been opposed to an iso-
lationist foreign policy.
4. The United States went to war in 1812 to maintain its
neutral rights.
5. Public opinion in a democracy can be effective in in-
fluencing its foreign policy.
6. International law is binding on all civilized nations
whether or not they have signed international agreements,
7. The Hague Convention of 1899 attempted to maintain the
Open-Door policy in China.
8. Fear of possible British and French intervention led
to our annexation of Texas in 1845.
9. The United States went to war Vvith Spain in 1898 with
the intention of acquiring the Philippine Islands.
10. President ¥i/ilson and his cabinet maintained a neutral
attitude toward England and Germany during the first year
iL
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of World War I.11.
The United States has maintained constant peaceful
lations with Mexico since the Mexican War of 1845.
re-
12. The ’’Open Door” means the right of American citizens to
engage in trade and industry abroad on an equal basis with
other foreigners.
13. President Taft^s foreign policy vias characterized by
non-intervention in Latin-A.raerican affairs.
14, The government of England v/as sympathetic to the
Northern cause during the Civil War.
15, On the whole, the basic foreign policies of the United
States have served the nation well.
16. The Good-Neighbor Policy refers to relations between
the United States and China.
17. Domestic politics often control American diplomacy.
18. In general, the United States attempted to follow a
policy of isolation up to 1939.
19. Domestic disturbances within European nations have
consistently operated to the advantage of America.
20. Treaties made v\rith foreign powers are negotiated under
the direction of the President and must be ratified by a
two-thirds vote of the Senate,
21. One of the principal causes of the Mexican War was the
annexation of Texas by the United S tates,
22. Before the Spanish-American Y/ar, citizens of the United
States had economic interests in Cuba,
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jurisdiction of the s ea fisheries in the Bering Sea ?:as
denied by an arbitration tribunal,
24. The United States acquired Alaska to meet the demand of
overwhelming public opinion for the acquisition of gold fields,
25. The W ilmot Proviso declared that Mexico had no right
to exclude slaves from territories ceded to the United States.
_
26. The Ostend Manifesto v/as a proposal designed to prevent
the Pullman strike of 1894.
27. The Lat in-American states organized the Pan-Araerican
Union as a safeguard against the increasing interference
of the United States.
28. One of the duties of a United S tates Consul is to
promoterAmerican foreign trade.
29. The United States policy of isolation was easier to
maintain after 1900 than in the years preceding 1900.
£0. John Adams ’ foreign policy was strongly supported by
the Democrat ic-ReplubliCctn Party,
31, Prior to its entrance into the World War, the United
States had causes of complaint against both Great Britain
and Germany,
52. President Theodore Roosevelt encouraged European nations
to send troops to those Latin-A.merican countries that did
not pay their debts promptly.
33. Foreign affairs had been so completely settled during
Washington’s administration that John Adams’ presidency v/as
devoted almost entirely to home affairs.
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the United States would help the colonies of European nations
to gain their independence.
55. The United S tates aided the Chines e "Boxers” in ex-
pelling Europeans from China in 1900.
56. '.'/hen Theodore Roosevelt came to the presidency in 1901,
he stated that he was anti-imperialistic and that he opposed
the retention of Porto Rico and the Philippines by the
United States.
57. The United States refused to send delegates to the
second Hague Peace Conference because it had been called
by the Czar of Russia,
58. Rec iprocity treaties were negotiated during President
Wilson's administration between the United States and most
of the hat in-American states,
59. The successful completion of the Panama Canal was
largely due to the support of President Taft.
40. The major policy of the United States in its relations
with China has been to arrange for "spheres of influence",
41. The United States must exert some influence on Caribbean
countries in order to sho?/ them that it meant business.
42. The idea of building a Panama Canal originated in the
United States.
45. The famous Fourteen Points outlined Pres ident Wilson's
program for insuring permanent world peace.
44. During the American Civil Y/ar the French attempted to
establish an empire in Mexico.
45, President Yfilson promised the Filipinos that the United
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States v/ould grant them complete independence before 1950,
46. The adoption of high protective tariffs by the United
States after the First World War was a step in the direction
of world peace.
47. The need for an outlet for our surplus population has
been used as an argument for acquiring foreign territory by
the United S tates.
48. The Webster-Ashburton Treaty settled a long-standing
dispute between Great Britain and the United States over
the Florida boundary,
49. The Alabama claims were claims of citizens of Alabama
against the United States
,
50. The Washington Conference of 1921 v^as called to consider
limitation of naval armament,
Essay .
Instructions .— Write briefly on one of the following;
1. State the arguments which were formerly used
for and against American imperialism,
2, Discuss the P resident’s control of inter-
national relations.
5, Discuss some of the fundamental foreign
,
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A. Thos e arguing in favor of a high protective tariff,
maintain that home industries must be fostered and therefore th(
duty must be sufficiently high to keep out competitive foreign
goods
.
B. Furthermore, by maintaining the home market,^ the nation
will be independent of other countries, especially in tim.e of wa
C. The high rates will result in high wages for American
T/orkers
.
D. Dumping of cheap foreign goods must be prevented by a
high tariff wall.
E. On the other hand, those that favor free trade argue that
industry should be localized, or that a nation or locality shoui.d
produce only such goods as it is especially adapted by nature o
by labor to produce cheaply,
F. The high wage argument is met with the answer that Amerj.
can labor is intelligent and skilled, and, because of this, wou!.d
be able to m.aintain its high vmge scale as it would produce supe-
rior goods and furnish these in greater abundance.
G. The United States is not only an importing nation but de-
pends on its exports to keep its farmers and workers employee.
If we close our markets to foreign goods, other nations will
close their markets to ours, crippling our industries.
2 .
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wages. The unions argue that the increasing use of machinery
enables ivorkers to produce a larger amount of goods in a given
time; that is, the Yjorker’s productivity is increased
.
But un
less his wages are also increased, he does not share in the
increase of production.
B. -“abor unions have also demanded shorter hou-rs because
they feel that the more rapid, pace of work set by machines
greatly increases the nervous tension of the worker and is morte
exhausting. This is evidenced by the increase of accidents in
the later hours of the work-day. In the second place, labor
believes that the development of machine processes of manufac-
ture tends to create wealth in continually shorter and shorter
periods of time. This should give all workers as well as em-
ployers greater leisure for recreation, education, and enjoy-
ment. Moreover, labor argues, the shorter day and shorter wee
will tend to give employment to more workers, and. thus reliev
unemployment
.
C. In order to create greater stability of employment, la
bor asks that the worker have some modification of the arbitra|[ry
power of a "boss” to dismiss him at v^ill, without explanation
or warning
,
D. Labor believes that the environment surrounding employ
ment should be safe and decent. In particular it urges that
where women are em-ployed, ?/holesome and comfortable conditions
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passed on to the public in lower prices. In many cases they ha'vtle
led to large profits for stockholders and exorbitant salaries ar|a
b onuses for management Vv?hile wages to workers were low and the
prices to the public high,
B. Faulty or adulterated products have sometimes been so]|d,
usually by means of expensive advertising schemes ’vvhich misled
buyers
.
C. Overcapitalization and stock watering have been prac-
ticed by some concerns. Such practices may keep prices or rates
high, yet make it impossible for holders of stock to receive
f air dividends.
D. Ov/nership and control have been too widely separatee,
StocMiolders usually have no voice and li’ tie interest in the
management of a copporatiori. This function is turned over to
paid personnel, who may or may not ovm stock in the business.
Sometimes corporations are organized with voting and non-voting
stock. Those who hold the latter have no voice in policy-making,
or management, “y limiting the amount of voting stock c.nd keep-
ing it in a few hands, a corporation worth millions may be con-
trolled by a few persons who have a relatively small investment
in the business.
E. dack of social responsibility of management has been
charged. Paid managers may feel no obligation to the public but
only to the concern which is paying them. Their sole concern is
to squeeze the greatest possible profits out of the enterprise,
regardless of public interest. In some cases, unnecessary persob-
nel has been carried on boards at handsome -salaries, or managers
i:., iXrfuu
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have been given huge bonuses
F, Trusts and monopolies develop, which restrain competi-





A, People progress best when they make choices for
themselves
.
B, Democracy gives the individual citizen a sense of
responsibility and a desire to make good.
C, Democracy promotes pe ace. Free, s elf-governing
people are much less ready to go to v^ar than those who are domi-
nated by one man or a selfish class,
D, The loss of liberty is too high a price to pay for
dictatorial efficiency. Besides, dictators can make blunders.
against
A. Democracies may delay in time of emergency?’. The
dictator need not wait.
B. A majority vote is not necessarily on the right sid||e.
M ajorities may be tyrannical and changeable.
C, In democracies leaders may be chosen not on real me||r-
it but because they make big promises to ignorant voters,
D, To be well governed is more desirable than to have




A. The very core of democracy is belief in the worth of ell
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men to society. Each individual has his place and is entitled t
share in the ivork and the rewards of our cooperative efforts in
the manner best suited to his talents and ability. Upon each of
us rests responsibility for the s uccess of our democratic insti
tutions
.
B. It follows that we must equip our citizens to bear the
responsibility thus placed upon them. Those who have liberty an
equality under the law must be trained to use those rights con-
s tructively and in accordance with the law,
C. Unless our people are enlightened, our government, evdh
our whole social system will finally collapse. Self-governing nlen
must understand their government and the problems which it faces
People who struggle for democracy must learn to understand and
respect one another and to work together for common purposes.
D. Because we believe thcit vie Cc.n create and maintain a
true democracy, the American people have placed more emphasis orj
education than has any nation in the ViTorld. Our public schoo],
system has grovm to be one of the biggest civic organizations ii|
the nation. We have established public elementary schools, higl
schools, vocational schools, colleges, and universities
.
A. Large numbers at every election, especially in the
cities, are debarred because of not having resided long enough |n
the state, county, or election precinct,
B. Ten or more S outhern states to all intents and purposes
have but one party, and because of the lack of genuine contests
together with the disfranchisement of most Negroes, ^yield an
'V'l
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C. Many voters in all parts of the country are prevented
from voting by bad weather, illness, or other legitimate reason^
D. To some extent, voters are discouraged or th?/arted by
legal and administrative obstacles - the great crowding at the
polls, too short hours for voting, too much red-tape in absent
voting.
E. To some extent, they are deterred by the lack of vital
issues in an election, by belief that their vote would not affec
the result, by disgust with politics and parties, or even by
tempt for political methods of action in general.
F. After all alloivances are made, probably the most comm(|n
cause is simply indifference and inertia.
imiT III
1 .
A. Military service in times of national crisis . Since
the government gives protection to its citizens, they owe alleg
ance to the state. In a great national crisis, this takes the
form of military service.
B. Payment of taxes. With the grov/th in governmental
functions there has been a corresponding increase in taxation.
The last v/ar v/as far more destructive and costly than any other




It is the duty of every citizen to tall;
an active and intelligent interest in his government. There arc
many indifferent voters who do not go to the polls. Instead, tl[ey
merely critielze destructively the men e.nd parties in power.
,’r-r
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Representative government can succeed only with an active anc’ in





A. Political parties serve as important agencies for the
forming of public opinion, and for the carrying over of this pub
lie opinion into legislative enactment. Without political parti
it would be difficult to express the public will, either in the
enactment of legislation, the election of public officials, or t




B. The political campaign, v^aged by rival organizations, [*0-
cuses the spotlight of public attention upon the candidates for
offices and their qualifications.
C, Through party platforms, public attention is centered
upon public issues.
D. The political contest serves as a mesins of educating
the public and of stimulating interest.
o •
A. The system of checks and balances v/as set up to re-en-
force the separation of the legislative, executive and judicial
branches of the government.
B. The purpose of the checks and balances was to prevent
one branch of the government from encroaching upon another, and
becoming so powerful as to threaten individual liberty and the
pr eservation of democratic institutions.
C. For example, although the President has a veto upon tho
laws of Congress, that body has the right to impeach him. By the:.r
appointing power the President and the Senate can control the
personnel of the Supreme Court, but the latter has the power of

07
passing upon the constitutionality'’ of the laws made by Congress,
Hence, the separation of powers between the three fundamental de
partments has not been so great as has frequently been claimed.
D. By the devise of checks and balances it v/as hoped that
the mistaken policies or undemocratic tendencies of one departine
might be curbed by the other two departments. It has, however,
Just as frequently tended to confuse r espbnsibility and to make
for political deadlocks. Out of this situation has grown the po





A. American imperialism is partly due to the economic urg
5
for markets for A merican manufactured goods and to the des-ire tD
find sources of raw material, that are not found in the United
States. American capital sought to invest in lands rich in, unde-
veloped, sources. In order tosafeguard these investments, some
control of the countries in 7'hich the money was being spent was
necessary.
B. It was essential that ‘-'U-ropean nations be kept out of
the lands bordering on the Caribbean Sea so that the United S ta
could more easily protect its southern, western and eastern coas
line in time of war,
C. On the other hand, opponents of imperialism have agrue||3.
that the ^forcible'' annexation of millions of people against thei
will violated the spirit of the Constitution, and the very terras
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D. As long as America stayed at home and minded her orm
business, she could easily protect her shores without an enormoejjs
military establishment. By projecting itself into the Far East,
the United S tates has had to maintain a large navy to protect i||t£
colonies, and thus has become involved in foreign wars.
2
.
A. Through his power to appoint ambassadors sind other put
lie ministers, and to receive similar officers from other govern-
ments, the President directs and carries on all negotiations and
discussions vfith foreign powers. Through this jiiplomatic contacit
he may also negotiate treaties. However, the approval of theSen-
ate is necessary for certain appointments. Treaties require the
approval of a twro-thirds majority of the Senate,
B. The Pres iden’t power to begin and to carry on negotia
tions with foreign governments gives him the opportunity to plan
and formulate our foreign policy.
C. Other constitutionalprovisions increase the President’
power over our foreign policy. Among them is the provision givj|jng
him the right to appoint and consult heads of the executive de-
partments, and also the provision which makes him Command er -in
-
Chief of the Army and Navy. Through the first of these provisid|ns
he is given general control over the Department of State by whic
our international affairs are administered
.
By his authority ir
negotiations, aided by his position as commander-in-chief of the
army and navy, the President can do much to lead up to or prever
a Virar if he so wishes
.
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entered into what are called executive agreements \¥ith other gov
ernments. Such agreements are not treaties but temporary uiider-
standings, -which hovvever, are usually accepted as defining the
policy of our government upon the subject dealt with.
3.
A. Through the years isolation has been a cardinal policy
This means that the Airerican people hc^ve wished to work out thei
ovTL destiny without becoming embroiled in the conflicts of the
outside ViTorld. -^ut such a policy has not been carried out v/ith
complete success. The United. States deliberately forsook isola-
tion in order to secure the advantages of the French /alliance in
1778 and entered great world conflicts in 1817 and 184.1
.
B. If isolation, means that the United States will stay ou
of Europe, the Monroe Doctrine means that Europe must stay out o
America. European forms of government and European military estLb-
lishments are regarded as inimical to the interests of the ameriican
people. In brief, the Monroe Doctrine is a long-range self-de-
fense doctrine.
C. A third fiundaraental policy has been the freedom of the
seas. The United S tates, as a mercantile nation, has consisten
ly contended for the right to do business in time of war without
intolerable restrictions from the belligerents.
D. The Open-Door means the right of American citizens to
engage in trade and industry abroad on an equal basis irlth other
foreigners. This doctrine is uaually applied to China.
E. A fifth foreign policy is that of Pan-Americanism. .It
objective has been the closer association of the Amnerican repub-
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lies for the achievement of common
and security. This ideal embraces
well as cultural relations.
aspirations, especially peace
commercial and political as

appendix c
GLOSSARY OF TERES 1/
lien. A person domiciled in c. ste-te of v:hich he is not t. citi-
zen, nliens enjoy most of the civil rights and the same measure
of protection for those rights thc^t citizens enjoy, especially i
the United S tatos, v/here the national and State bills of rights
expressly extend their guarantees to ’’persons", v;hether citizens
or aliens. Aliens, however, are often denied the right to orn o|?
inherit property, particularly real property, to engage in the e
ploitation of real sources, to compete with citizens for certain
types of private employment, or to engage in the practice of cer
tain professions. They are excluded from the enjoyment of polit
cal rights, such as voting, officeholding, and public employment
Amendment. 1. A change made or proposed on the floor of a leg is
lative body or in committee by adding to, striking out, or alter
ing the wording of any part of a bill or resolution.
2, An addition to, or a change of, a constitution or
an organic act which is appended to the document rather than in-
tercalated in the text. The Constitution of the United. States
provides for two methods of proposing amendments: (L) by a con-
vention called by Congress on the application of tVifo thirds of
the states; or (f) by a two-thirds vote of both houses of congre
Amendments so proposed may be ratified either by the legislature
1/ These definitions were obtained from the Dictionary of .Krnerj|
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or conventions of three fourths of the States, a State legislature
vmich has rejected an amendment may aftervj-ard accept it; but, coii-
versely, if it has once accepted an arDendment it cannot recall i1
action. The S upreme Court has held that a legislature must act
and not the voters, in a referendum, though an advisory refereiidllmi
has sometimes been employed. In proposing amendments Congress raiy
s et a time limit, seven years, within v/hlch they must be ratified
orcconsidered to be rejected. The first ten amendments, consti'
tuting the Bill of Rights, vmre ado^^.ted in 1791. TVc others,
adopted in 1793 and 1804, remedied defects in the original Const
tution. The Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments, ad-
opted between 1365 and 1870, freed the slaves and guaranteed the Lr
civil and political rights. Since 19£1 six other amendments havl
been adopted dealing v/ith the income tax, the prohibition question,
the suffrage, and presidential £.nd congressional terms.
Arbitration
. 1, '-^'he submission of an international dispute to <
umpire or tribunal chosen by the states, who are parties to the
controversy, judgment being rendered subject to such lim.itations
and on the bc^sis of such rules and principles as may be set fort:
in the agreement to arbitrate. The judgment is uaually called a:
award, A. permanent panel of judges or umpires, available to
states wishing to arbitrate disputes was established in the Hagu|;
in 1899, and knora as the Permanent ^ourt of Arbitration.
2. In municipal lav/, the hearing, investigation,
and determination of a controversy by an arbitrator or arbitrati|:)n
tribunal to whom the cause has been submitted by consent of the
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is enforcible by an action at law.
Balance of Power—The policy, especially favored by European dip
lomatis ts, which seeks to prevent any state on the Continent frjpm
acquiring a hegemony or from achieving such a position of power
and influence as to become a potential menace to the ii^tegrity o
the remaining states.
Belligerency—The international status, and its consequent right
and duties, assumed by a state v/hich wages vvar against another
state. The s tatus is also enjoyed by an organized rebellion
which is diplomatically recognized by other states.
Big Stick—Forceful methods in dealing with foreign - and, by ex
tension, domestic - problems. ?/hen recommending increased apprc
priations for the navy. President Theodore Roosevelt used the ex
pression, ”Speak softly and carry a big stick”.
Bill of Attainder—A legislative condemnation Vi^ithout the formali-
ty of a judicial trial. It is prohibited by the Constitution,
Bill of Rights—A brief simmation of certain fundamental rights
and privileges wEiich are guaranteed to the people against in-
fringement by any part of the government. The first ten am.end-
ments to the Constitution of the United States are popularly
called the Bill of Rights.
10
Boycott—A concerted agreement to refuse to have any dealings ivj
a nation, corporation, or em.ployer with the object of bringing
pressure to bear. If third parties are coerced into joining, tl
boycott is usually considered illegal.
Buffer State—Any small state occupying a territory which neigh-
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which none dares to annex because of mutual rivalry or distrust;
also any small state which separates great pov/ers whose boundari
would otherwise be contiguous, and which thereby reduces the pos
sibility of diplomatic friction bet?/een the great powers and pro
vided a potential military barrier.
Cabinet—An executive council, particularly one which has grorm HP
without specific constitutional or legal authorization, ^residelht
Washington summoned the heads of the three departments, the Vice
President and the Attorney General to meet with him, and the cabi-
net has since existed. By custom it is composed of the heads of
the ten executive departments, who are often named as such because
the President wants their advice in the cabinet, or because they
represent important geographical sections or economic groups; bup
the President may invite others. Cabinet meetings are held once
a v^eek or oftener. The sessions are secret and informal. No mi
utes are kept, and only rarely is a vote taken; for a vote could
not bind a President, v/ho must take personal responsibility for
every decision. The English cabinet, a much older body, consist||s
of the heads of the principal administrative departments, -ith
perhaps a few ministers v/ithout portfolio, which under the lead |sr-
ship of a prime minister directs the administration a.ncl exercise
political leadership in legislation.
Capital—^^Afealth saved from income which is being or may be, uti
lized in the production of goods and services.
Capitalism—An economic system in v/hich the o'^vnersliip and manage
rnent of productive wealth is vested in private enterprises who
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services for profit.
Chain Store—One of a number of retail stores under the same corl-
trol.
Checks e.nd Balances—A system of "so contriving the interior str Lie
ture of the government as that its several constituent parts may
by their mutual relations, be the means of keeping each other in
their proper places". (The Federalist, No. 51). Idiile recognizi
the principle of separation of powers among the legislative, exe
cutive and judicial departments, this system seeks to protect ea
of them against the others, and the people against all, by recui
ing the approval by one department of certain acts of another.
The term is also used to describe certain aspects of the relatio
between States and the national government, and the requirement
concurrent action by both houses of a legislature.




citizen, a person owes the state allegiance, that is, the obliga--
tion of fidelity, the duty of compulsory military service, and tjie
faithful performance of such other duties as the state imposes
upon its members.
Civil Liberty—1. Liberty, as defined by law; personal security
and the peaceful enjoyment of property and other lawful rights
which result from the existence of organized government, in con-
tradietinntion to the supposed liberty of a state of nature.
2. Personal and property rights guaranteed by
eahhtitution and laws against infre^ction by governments or indiv:|d-
uals
.




member of the state; more particularly, those liberties guarantebd
to the individual in the state against encroacrmient by his gov-
ernment, In this latter sense, civil rights are found enumerate{i
in the bills of rights of state and national constitutions and
includes both substantive rights, such as freedom of speech,
press, assembly, or religion; and procedural rights, such as pro
tection against unreasonable searches or seizures as against pun
ishment v/ithout a fair trial. The most important of these right
is embodied in the clause v?hich prohibits the government from de
priving anyone of life, liberty, or property v/ithout due process
of lav/. By its interpretation of the "due process" clauses, the
Supreme Court of the United States largely determines tiie scope
of civil rights in America. Recently interest in civi^ rights
has been directed tov/ard positive legislation by the government
guaranteeing certain liberties to the individual against en-
croachment by other individuals or groups.
Civil S ervice - agency of government by v/hich trained
men and women are selected tn a merit basis for government ser-
vice. This is an contrast with the spoils system.
Collective Bargaining - Uniting of v/orkers to bargain with
their employers.
Company Union - An employee organization limited in member
ship to the employees of one plant or employer. Recent federal
and site labor relations acts, while not outlav/ing such unions,
seek to prevent their creation, domination, control, or mainten-
ance by the employer.
Constitution - The fundamental laxv, or the fundamental
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principles underlying the organization of a state, which deterrai
the powers and duties of the principal governiaental . authorities
and guarantees certain rights of the people against refringement
Corporation —An artificial body created by law under a charter
act of incorporation, 'with a special name, and having certain le
capacities separate and distinct from those of the natural perse
compniing it, such as perpetual succession, tne power to make
contracts, to sue and be sued as an individual under a corporate
name, to have a common seal, and to make and repeal bylaws. All
corporations derive their legal capacities from State or nations
constitutions or statutes. The charters of private corporations
are contracts which States may not impair by subsequent laws.
Corporation Tax — A special tax levied on the grant of a charte
the admission of a corporation to the privilege of doing busines
in another state, the amount of capital stock, the value of a
franchis e and other intangibles, or corporate income, as dis-
tinguished from other forms of income tax.
Craft Union — A labor union with memberships limited to workers
in a particular trade, as distinguished from an industrial union
to v/hich all who work within an industry are eligible.
Deflation — An economic condition characterized by a fall in
prices, that is, an increase in the value of the unit of a cur-
rency in terms of the commodities it -will purchase or in terras o
its exchange value with units of otner currencies in a free in-
ternational money market.
Democracy — Rule by the people. In practice this means that
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in the bulk or majority of the community and that in the making
of such decisions, the vote of each individual shall comit for
one and none for more than one. Hence, democracy may be descrit
as government by consent and political equality. The people maj
exercise power either directly, as in city-state or town meeting
or indirectly, through representative institutions in which the
popular role is confined to using the ballot to enforce responsi
bility upon those to whom authority is entrusted. _ bince politic
democracy is based on the concept of equality, the term is often
extended to cover institutions necessary to the preservation of
the substance of such equality. Thus in a democratic system
elections must be held with reasonable frequency and regularity,
the ballot must be secret, and the individual must be secure
against arbitrary arrest, Likev'ise there must be freedom of
speech, of assembly, and of petition, as well as equality before
the law. Democracy in its political sense seems to have come in
to modern usage in connection with a broad social ideal of vifhich
democratic government formed only a part. Social democracy en-
tails the denial of all special privileges, political or social,
not based upon merit. Those who lay their major emphasis upon
the equalitarian aspect of democracy frequently insist that it
involves a substantial degree of economic equality, and apply th
term ’’economic democracy” to this ideal. Sometimes this phras e
also implies a measure of direct regulation of industry by the
workers themselves.




mariced by business stagnation, low prices, and mass ujieraployment
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Diploinacy —The art and practice of conducting negotiations be-
tween sovereign states for the attainment of mutually satisfacto
political relations.
Divine Right — The right of a monarch to his office becciuse of
(1) the divinity of his person, or (ii) the divine origin and au-
thority of his office, or (c) inheritance of the right from an-
cestors who were divinely ap_^ointed to rule.
Due Process — Legal res trictions confining the government withEn
the limits of those fundamental principles of liberty and jus tic
Vi^hich lie at the base of all our civil and political institution^.
The due-process clauses of American State and i'ederal constituti
have become a reservoir of implied constitutional limitations up
government authority whose content is largely determined by actu
litigation in the courts.
Embargo — An order issued by a state detaining vessels in its
ports, usually as an act of reprisal or coercion against another
state. A hostile embargo is a seizure of foreign ships, which
may become permaneiit if war follows, a civil embargo , such as
the Embargo Act of 1807 (repealed in 1309), prevents the departur
of vessels or goods belonging to the state which declares it.
Often it is accompanied by the closing of ports to vessels of an
offending state.






over, or use, private property. It may be exercised by both na-|
tional and state governments, but only for a public purpose and
on payment of just compensation.
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sold, used or transported within a country, or upon various priv
leges. In current usage the term has been, extended to include
various license fees and practically every internal revenue tax
except the income tax.
Expediency — Subordination of moral principle for the sake of
facilitating an end or purpose.
Ex Post Facto Law — A retroactive criminal lav/ which is UTiConstli-
tutional when it declares an act a crime which was not a crime
when it was done.
Federal — Pertaining to the division of public powers in a stat
110
.
between one central government with authority to legislate on
certain subjects and to enforce its ?/ill upon individuals, and
numerous regional governments each having authority in other
matters within its restricted territorial jurisdiction, the divi
Sion being established and maintained by a constituent authority
legally superior to both the central and the regional govern-
mental areas.
F ranchise — The privilege of voting.
Government — The organization of the state which, in addition t
administrative agencies, normally consists of three great branc
executive, legislative and judicial.
Grant - in-Aid — An appropriation made by Congress to assist thle
o
liies
states, or by a S tate legislature to assist local government
units, in the maintenance of schools, construction of public
works, provision for relief, or other public purposes of genera
interest. A grant-in-aid is made, strictly speaking, only to
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be proportioned to such appropriations.
Habeas Corpus — An order from a court demanding a prosecuting a
torney to show v/hy a prisoner should not be relec-.sed.
Impressment — The drafting of men into the navy for the defense
of the state. In Great Britain it was a royal prerogative fre-
quently exercised before 1315. As used in the stopping of Ameri
vessels and taking from them of iimericans alleged to be British
subjects, it v/as one of the causes of the War of IBlc.
Income Tax —> Im excise tax levied upon ?;ealth in the process of
acquisition in the form of salaries, wages, commissions, rents,
royalties, interest, dividends, business profits, or increa® in
capit cll a.ctually realized.




about 1750 and marked by the introduction of powwr -driven machin
ery, unprecedented economic expansion, the wages system, and the
corporate form of business enterprise. The terminal date is
undetermined. -
Inflation — Rapid and extensive increase in the amount of money
or credit in circulation, in comparison with the actual needs of
trade, wrhich causes prices to riae. Inflation may result from
new discoveries of gold, lo.rge emissions of paper money, over-
expansion of credit, or from sudden decrease in the available
supply of consumer’s goods.
Inheritance Tax —
A
tax or excise levied ad valorem upon the
share of the state of a deceased person v^rhich an heir receives.
It is sometimes confused with an estate tax, which is levied on
the value of the v/hole estate.
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Initiative — A method by which voters may propose or initiate-
legislation or constitutional changes.
Injunction — A legal process whereby a person is commanded by a
court to do or to refrain from doing certc^in acts.
International Law — The rules or customs which govern the rela-
tions of one nation with another.
Intervention — Forcible interference by one state in the interna
affairs of another to restore order, prevent the commission or
continuance of acts which shock the mord sense of civilized peo-
ples, or compel a state to fulfill its international obligations
~remature recognition of the independence of insurgents consti-
tutes intervention, but recognition of their belligerency is not
so regarded.
Isolation — Aloofness in international politics; refusal to par-
ticipate with other states in efforts to remove causes of inter-
national friction and to secure the peace of the world; p,opularl;’-
termed avoidance of "entangling alliances".
Judicial Reviev; — The examination or "review" by the courts, in
cases actually before them, of legislative statutes and executive
or administrative acts to determine whether or not they are pro-
hibited by a written constitution or are in excess of pov/ers
granted by it; and if so, to declare them void, and. of no effect.
Labor Union — An unincorporated and voluritary association of em -
ployees which acts as their collective bargaining agent with em-
ployers to determine v^ages and the conditions of employment. La -
bor unions are roughly classified as craft
.
or horizontal unions
and as industrial or vertical unions
.
The former exercise juris -
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diction over c.11 workers of pb.rticular crcift, trade or skill,
wherever the/ may be employed; the latter may include all worker
in a given industry regardless of their cr^ft, trade or skill.
Laissez-faire — a phrase coined by French physiocrats 'hich has
come to stand for noninterference by government in economic life
Land Grant — A gift of public land to an individual, corporati
local governraent division, or State to aid in accomplishing some
public purpose.
Ma.iority — More than one half. Unless an absolute majority is
lie
Dn,
legally required for a decision, a majority consists of more the
one half of those present and voting.
Monopoly — The ability to fix the price of a services or a com
raodity, without reference to a competitive market. This ability
may result from exclusive control of the supply, coi trol of pat-|
ents, a public franchise, or from co-operative action of erst-
\vhile competitors v/hich tends to eliminate competition.
Natural Rights — Individual rights, including those to life, lijlb-
erty and the pursuit of happiness, which ere regarded as inalier
able, and the violation of which by the British government was a
justification for the Declaration of Independence.
Neutrality -- The state of remaining indifferent, or of not tak-
ing sides in a quarrel or v/ar.
Panic — Sudden, widespread frigi.t over business conditions, re-|
suiting in the doynping of securities on the markets, and later
usually in business depression.
Plurality — The excess of v otes for one candidate for office
over those case for any other Cdiididate.
1

Police Power — The power of the government to pass and enforce
lav7s necessary to promote nealth, safety, morals, or general
welfare
.
Poll Tax — A direct personal tax usually levied by a local gov-
ernment unit at a stated rate per head upon all adult male perse
Pooling — An agreement among competitors to avoid the detriment
effects of unhampered competition by fixing common prices, or by
allocating available markets or their common income or profit;
according to a fixed ratio.
Precedent — A judicial, administrative or legislative act or de
cision deemed of sufficient weight to be followed in subsequent
cases. The conclusiveness of a precedent depends greatly upon t
authority and prestige of the body which established it, and upo
it adherence to just principles, its reasonableness, and the len
of the time it has stood unchallenged.
Pr ecinct — A minor division for casting and counting votes in
elections or for police administration in a city or ward.
Privateer — An armed private vessel formerly commissioned by
letter of marque and reprisal to cruise against enemy naval or
merchant vessels.
Propaganda — The utilization of words, objects, or persons, in
an attempt to influence or control the opinion and overt actions
of groups and individuals.
Protective tariff — A rate of duty imposed under the principle:
protection; or a tariff lav; containing many protective rates, as
opposed to a revenue tariff v;hich is enacted primarily for the
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Rebate — A part of the stated transportation charge refunded to
the shipper. Rebates were forbidden by the Interstate Commerce
Act of 1887.
Recall — The process by which an unsatisfactory public official
may be removed from office by vote of the people.
Referendum — The means by which proposed legislation is referred
to direct vote of the people for ap.Toval.
Flegistration — A method of getting a vrritten record of names or
facts
.
^Lepresentative — One chosen to act for a popular or other consti
tuency in a legislative assembly,
Republic — A government in which the generality of adult citizer
determine policies and laws through elected officials and repre-
sentatives and in which no individual has a vested right to vote,
Senaration of Powers — The division of governmental power among
separate or distinct departments to avoid any trend toward despo'
30wer
.
Sovereignty — Supreme power or authority.
Sphere of Influence — A politically beackward, economically unde
developed region, in which a povrerful state claims, often with tb
2oncurr ence of other states, special rights of economic exploita
iion, colonization, and possible ultimate annexation.
Spoils System — The practice of distributing government position
imong loyal members of the party in power, without regard for the
ditness
.
Str ike — A suspension of work, by a group of employees, usually
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Subsidy — A money grant by the government to aid a private
enterprise or an undertaking of some subordinate branch of gov-
ernment which is deemed advantageous to the public.
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